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1. INTRODUCTION 

A recent national survey of public attitudes revealed a remarkable lack of 
h confidence in state and local courts: only 23 percent of those poiled 
indicated a high degree of confidence in these institutions, and well over 
one-third expressed little or no confidence. State and locat courts nmked 
eleventh of the 15 institutions included in the poll, below the medical profession, 
American business, public schools, even the battered federal executive branch 
and Congress.' The reasons for this unfavorable image of state and local courts 
are suggested by other data gleaned from this survey. Of those polled, 57 
percent believed "efficiency in the courts" to be a serio'ls national problem, an 
expression of greater public concern than for poIIution, education, racial 
probkms, even the threat of war. 2 Almost half the respondents believed the 
courts to be in either "great" or "moderate" need of reform. 3 Not surprisingly , 
pretrial delay was a major problem in court operation cited by those members of 
the general public most knowledgable about the judicial system.4 This book 
describes the findings of a major national research project aimed at investigating 
the extent, causes, and most promising remedies for this impOltant problem. 

This research is grounded in the assumption that speedy resolution of civH 
and criminal cases is an important social goal. We do not agree that it may be 
"undesirable for courts to operate with speed."5 We have not undertaken a 
comprehensive analysis ofthe costs and benefits of trial court delay to individual 
litigants or to society as a whole, an investigation which would undoubtedly 
reveal that some litigants benefit from slow resolution of cases.6 But when 
two-thirds of the respondents in a national sample assert "strong" support for 
spending tax dollars on an effort to "[t]ry to make courts handle their cases 

'Yanke!ovich, Skelly and White, Inc., The Public Image of Courts: Highlights of a National 
Survey of the General Public. Judges, Lawyers and Community Leaders (Willamsburg, Va.: 
National Center for State Courts, 1978), Table IH.6. p. 25. 

2Ibid .• Table IV.I, p.29. 
3Ibid .• Table UI.I, p.22. 
4lbid., Table IV.20, p. 42. See also Table II.5, p. 19. 
5 A. Sarat,' 'Understanding Trial Courts: A Critique of Social Science Approaches," Judicature 

61 (1978): 324. 
6 An attempt to consolidate what liUle research has been done on this question is presented in T. 

Church, J.r. et aI, Pretrial Delay: A Review alld Bibliography Williamsburg, Va.: National Center 
for State Courts, 1978), ch. 2. 
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faster,"7 it is at least clear that prospective consumers of court services value 
speed in the disposition of civil and criminal cases. This consumer-oriented 
perspective underlies the study. 

Expeditious disposition of trial court cases is not impossible. We examined 
several trial courts in which civil and criminal cases are not delayed by any 
reasonable standard. Although an objective assessment of the "justness" of 
dispositions in these courts is beyond the scope of this research, extensive 
interviews and observ1tion revealed no evidence of systematic unfairness 
arising from the speedy resolution of cases in these courts. Even in the courts 
where litigation moves the fastest, few complaints were voiced by attorneys or 
court system observers that time pressures produce injustice. This evidence is 
obviously sUbjective. We can only stress that this study of a number.of both 
speedy and slow courts uncovered little support for the contention that "Slow 
justice may be more certain justice."8 That several metropolitan courts exam
ined in this study are able to dispose of criminal and civil cases rapidly without 
an apparent sacrifice of substantive or procedural justice should also put to rest 
assertions that tardy justice is unavoidable and that' 'There will always be court 
delay. "9 

Delay in the disposition of trial court cases is a phenomenon with a long and 
notorious history. Civil case delay was one of the first problem areas of the legal 
system to be examined through use of empirical research techniques. 10 Most 
analysis of criminal court delay is more recent. I I Previous studies usually 
focused on delay within individual courts, attempting to identify causes for 
excessive disposition times and prescribe appropriate remedies. Their useful
ness is obviously restricted by problems of generalizing from one court to all 
courts. 

7Yankelovich, Skelly and Whitc, Public Image of Courts, Table VI.I, p.52. 
8Sarat , "Understanding Trial Courts," p.324. 
9lbid. 
IOSee H.Zeisel, H.Kalven, Jr., and B.Buchholz, Delay in the Court (Boston: Little, Brown and 

Co., 1959); A.Levin and E.W. Woolley, Dispatch and Delay: A Field SllIdy of Judicial Admin· 
istration in Pennsylvallia (Philadelphia: Institute of Legal Research, Universi!y of Pennsylvania 
Law School, 1961). 

I I For a gcneral summary of this litcl'ature, see T. Church, Jr. ct aI., Pretrial Delay. Studies that 
discuss criminal court delay in a limited comparative context include J. Eisenstein and H. Jacob, 
Felony Justice: An Organizatiollal Analysis ujCriminal Courts (Boston: Little, Brown and Co., 
1977); M.A. Levin, "Delay in Five Criminal Courts," Journal of Legal Studies 4 (1975):83-131; 
Notre Dame University, "Systems Study in Court Delay-LEADICS-Law Engineering Analysis 
of Delay in Court Systems," mimeographed, 4 volumes (Springfield, Va.: National Technical 
Infonnation Service, 1972); s. Wildhorn, et al. ,Indicators of Justice,' Measuring the Performance 
o/Prosecution, Defense alld Court Agencies Involved in Felony Proceedings (Santa Monica: Rand 
Corp., 1976). 
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INTRODUCTION 3 

The comparative measures generated in the present study permit us to 
examine-almost for the first time-civil and criminal case delay across a 
number of state trial courts. The questions to be addressed are divided into two 
categories. The first category consists of two related research questions: a) Why 
are cases disposed of at a faster r~te in some courts than in others? and b) What 
factors account for the pace of litigation in a court? Because of the exploratory 
nature of this study, the approach to these questions is inductive. We examine 
"faster" and "slower" courts in order to determine what elements in the 
structure, procedures, and environment of the courts seem to distinguish them. 
The goal is fonnulation of a general theory of the determinants of the pretrial 
pace of civil and of criminal litigation. 

The second set of issues has an explicit policy focus: What are the most 
promising approaches for expediting litigation within a given court? Our 
conclusions are deduced primarily from the theories developed, supported by 
other relevant data collected in the course of the project. Although much of this 
evidence is indirect, we believe that it provides reliable support for the analysis 
of the various delay reduction techniques. 

The breadth of these questions required some limitation on the focus of this 
research. We examine only general jurisdiction courts in major metropolitan 
areas. The analysis is also restricted to court processing offelony and civil cases 
exclusive of domestic relations, probate, and juvenile matters. And primary 
concern is with the pretrial period. These restrictions leave a number of 
problem areas outside the focus of this research. We do not discuss the conduct 
of trials. There is little analysis of that part of felony case processing which 
occurs in the court of limited jurisdiction. We do not explore no-fault, de
criminalization, and other alternatives to adjudIcation. 

The broad questions addressed in this study required an eclectic methodology, 
Empirical data were obtained on 21 general jurisdiction courts in major cities 
across the United StatesY In each court we sampled approximately 500 civil 
and 500 criminal cases disposed of in \976. IJ From these samples the various 

12Courts were not chosen randomly. Choice was restricted to general jurisdiction state courts with 
at least ten judges. With1n this set of courts, selection was made of courts with significant 
differences in judicial productivity (case output per judge), backlog (pending cases as a percentage 
of total yearly terminations) and geographical region. The research methodology is discussed in 
more detail in Appendix A. 

IJIn each court we sampled approximately 500 general civil (i.e .• civil cases exclusive of 
domestic relations or probate) cases disposed by any final means in 1976. The criminal sample 
included approximately 500 cases filed in general jurisdiction cour. in which the most serious 
charge could result in a year or more injail. We usually also sampled approximately 50 civil and 50 
criminal jury verdicts in order to obtain a sufficient number of trial cases for construction of reliable 
indices of jury trial activity and time to trial measures. 
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time measures utilized throughout the analysis were constructed. These samples 
also serve as the basis for other indices of court operations such as utilization of 
jury trial. Aggregate caseload data were obtained from published and unpub
lished court reports. Information on the number of civil and criminal cases 
filed, terminated, and left pending in various categories was subjected to close 
scrutiny to insure comparability. In a number of instances, information on 
individual courts is incomplete because of a lack of reliable data. There are 
comparable data on a sufficient number of courts to examine most relevant 
hypotheses, however. 

Interviews and observation were utilized to verify and supplement the 
quantitive information. Five courts were selected to serve as sites for an 
intensive evaluation of the civil case process, 14 five for criminal case process
ing. ls Sites were selected to produce the greatest range among the courts in 
processing time and case output per judge. Each of the site visits was of two 
weeks duration, during which most of the relevant judges were interviewed, 
along with the court administrator and staff. 16 In the examination of civil case 
processing, from 10 to 20 attorneys with substantial civil litigation experience 
in that court were interviewed. 17 Site visits on the criminal side included a 
similar number of interviews with the staff attorneys of the prosecuting attorney 
and the public defender, and at least five private defense counsel. IS These 
interviews were informal in nature to allow participants maximum opportunity 
to describe court operation in their own terms. 

The next chapter will describe the indices developed to measure the pace of 
civil and criminal litigation in the various courts. Subsequent chapters will 
summarize project findings on the relationship ofthese indices to court structure, 
procedures, and resources, and will synthesize these data with more informal 

l4The courts chosen for extensive analysis were Bronx County Supreme Court (Bronx County, 
New York), Dade County Circuit Court (Miami, Florida), Hennepin County District Court 
(Minneapolis, Minnesota), Maricopa County Superior Court (Phoenix, Arizona), and Wayne 
County Circuit Court (Detroit, Michigan). 

ISThe sites chosen for criminal case processing were Bronx County Supreme Court (Bronx 
County, N. Y.), D&de County Circuit Court (Miami, Florida), Allegheny County Court of Common 
Pleas (Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania), Essex County Superior Court (Newark, New Jersey), and 
Orleans Parish Criminal District COUlrt (New Orleans, Louisiana). 

16See Appendix A for civil and criminal interview schedules. 
17 Attorneys were selected on an ad hoc basis from contacts in the: court, the clerk's office, and 

local bar associations. An attempt was made to include all segments of the litigating bar, 
particularly representatives from lurge and small firms, attorneys specializing in defense and 
plaintiff personal injury work and commercial litigation. The sample was by no means random but 
considerable effort was el(pended te make it at least roughly representative. 

ISAs on the civil side, criminal attorneys were chosen in an ad hoc manner from contacts in the 

~--,---
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aspects of the court systems obtained from the intensive site visits. Finally, the 
major delay-reduction strategies and techniques proposed in the literature of 
judicial administration will be examined in light of these findings, 

A major project finding is reflected in this organization. Although there are 
obvious differences, the problems of civil and criminal court delay emerge as 
remarkably similar. Many-of the same court system attributes are believed to 
cause civil and criminal court delay. More importantly, project data concerning 
the relationship of these attributes to the pace of litigation are genera!ly 
consistent in both the criminal and civil area. Most aspects of civil and criminal 
case processing will therefore be discussed together in the following chapters. 

We are persuaded that few of the traditional explanations of trial court delay 
differentiate faster from slower courts. Delay-or comparatively tardy disposi
tion of civil and criminal cases l9-does not emerge as a function of court size, 
judicial caseload, "seriousness" of cases in the caseload, or the jury trial rate. 
The calendaring system of civil cases and the charging process used in criminal 
cases do bear some relationship to a court's pace of cases. The amount of 
management or control exercised by the court over the pretrial stages of 
litigation also appears important, especially for criminal cases, 

Our general conclusion is that informal expectations, attitudes, and practices 
of attorneys and judges have a great deal more to do with trial court delay than 
the aspects of a court system that can be gleaned from an annual report, 
organization chart, or compilation of local rules. These subjective elements of 
the local legal community affect the level of a court system's concern with the 
existing pace of civil and criminal litigation. If anyone element is essential to 
the effort to reduce pretrial delay. it is concern by the court with delay as an 
institutional and social problem. 

court. with other attorneys. and in the local bar association. An effort was made to seek out as broad 
a cross-section of the criminal bar as possible. 

'<J.rhe term' 'delay" in this book is used in its vague but commonly understood usage to connote 
excessive case processing time. Disposition time, or case processing time-and not delay-will be 
used to describe the amount of time a case requires from its inception to disposition. 
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2. MEASURING 
THE PACE OF LITIGATION 

A major goal of this research is generation of a set of case processing time 
measures by which courts can be reliably compared. The substantial 

differences among state trial courts in procedures, jurisdiction, and local 
practice make this effort especially difficult. The following sections summarize 
the measures developed for civil and criminal cases respectively. 

Civil Cases 
Construction of cross-comparable case processing time measures for civil 

cases is made complex by two factors, one methodological, the other concep
tuaL The methodological problem is caused by the wide diversity among court 
systems in both local practice and the composition of civil caseloads. Major 
events in the life of a civil suit--service, filing, request for trial, final order
mean different things in different jurisdictions. Local practice differs among 
courts as to when a case is filed or a complaint served. The "certificate of 
readiness," "notice of issue," even "final disposition" have differen( formal 
connotations and even more diverse meanings in operation. A major obstacle to 
comparative quantitative research in civil courts is thus the proverbial problem 
of comparing apples with oranges. We ende:avored to measure comparable time 
periods in similar types of cases. This effort required the imposition of some
what arbitrary definitions on widely disparate court information systems. It also 
necessitated using processing times of a limited set of cases to serve as stand-ins 
for the general class of contested civil lawsuit that is the central concern of the' 
civil aspect of this study. 

The conceptual problems in constructing civil case duration measures are 
caused by a notable lack of agreement among both practitioners and observers 
as to the function of trial courts in the civil process. This dispute centers on 
whether courts have a responsibility to expedite the disposition of every case 
filed, or whether their real responsibility is simply to provide a timely trial upon 
attorneys' request. The former model of civil court function implies a broad 
measure of processing time: from initiation to final disposition for all cases, 
regardless of the manner in which the case was terminated. If courts have 
responsibility only for providing trials when requested to do so, however, the 
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appropriate measure is much narrower: from filing (or trial request) to com
mencement of trial for only those cases that go to trial. 

The gerJeral orientation of this project is closer to the former than the latter 
theory of court role in civil cases. While the primary emphasis will be on the 
more inclusive measure of disposition time for all cases regardless of how 
terminated, the time-to-trial measure is also included in several of the tables. 
This measure is strongly correlated to the broader measures of overall civil 
processing time, and thus adds little to the analysis. I 

In order to compare processing time of civil cases among courts, some 
attempt must be made to compare the disposition time of a similar set of cases 
with the use of beginning and ending points that are also analogous. Because of 
the considerable diversity in the mix of civil cases processed in state trial courts, 
the overall measures are based upon a roughly comparable subset of the courts' 
total caseload. Two measures were fonnulated to reflect overall civil processing 
time and one for time-to-trial. 

First, the overall civil measures: 
I. Tort disposition time: Median days from filing2 to disposition3 for torts. 

This measure assesses processing time for all torts, regardless of the mode of 
disposition and regardless of the point in case progress when the case was 

IThe primary statistic used here for relating two variables is the correlation coefficient, or 
Pearson's r. See H. Blalock, Jr., Social Statistics, 2nd ed. (New York: McGraw-Hill Book 
Company, Inc., 1972) pp. 408-413. Correlation analysis measures the strength of relationship 
between two variables, or the extent to which they "track." The correlation coefficient always 
varies from 1.0 (indicating a perfect "fit" between the two variables) through 0 (indicating no 
relationship) to -1.0 (indicating a perfect inverse relationship). 

Table 2.1, for example, depicts three indices of processing time for civil cases that are strongly 
and positively correlated. The correlation coefficient between tort disposition time and trial-list 
disposition time is .97; between trial-list disposition time and time to jury is .95; and between tort 
time and time to trial is .89. These are relatively high correlations since in most social research a 
correlation coefficient above .6 (or below -.6) indicates a fairly strong relationship. These 
particular high correlations indicate that if a court is fast by one measure, it will tend to be fast by the 
others, thus suggesting that there may be just one dimension of dispositional speed for court 
systems. Because there is not anyone measure available for all21 courts, however, both the tort and 
trial-read; ,~asures will generally be indicated in the tables that follow. The time to trial measure 
will be util.,:,:.j only in dealing with issues directly relevant to trial cases. 

One additional statistic is useful in evaluating the relationship described by the correlation 
coefficient. This is the significance level, or p. The significance level indicates the probability that 
the relationship described by the correlation coefficient could have occurred randomly or by 
chance. A significance level of p =.01 indicates only I chance in 100 that the variables examined 
are unrelated and the correlation observed occurred by chance. 

2The filing date used in this measure is the date on which the first pleading-usually the 
complaint-was filed in the court. 

3The disposition date used in this and the following measure is the date the final paper that 
officially closed the case was filed with the court. While attorney procrastination may delay the 
filing of this document and thus overstate disposition time, no alternative date is uniformly 
available. 
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closed. The focus on torts reflects an effort to restrict analysis to a similar group 
of cases across the courts. A rough sif!1i1arity exists among torts as a group 
across jurisdictions. Tort cases as a class are not only similar from court to 
court, but they also make up a major share of the jury trial work of all the courts 
examined.4 We thus have a measure of the processing time of a similar set of 
cases that constitutes an important segment of the caseload in every court we 
examined. The same cannot be said for property or contract and commercial 
cases. Cases classified by courts as contract actions, for example, often include 
widely varying numbers of quasi-administrative commercial defaults. These 
cases are typically processed in a most accelerated fashion and are seldom 
contested; processing time measures based in part on such cases would be 
distorted if used for comparative purposes. 

Unfortunately, a comparable measure of tort disposition time could not be 
constructed in those courts where it was not possible to sample from cases 
disposed of between initiation oflegal action and an assertion of trial readiness. 
Thus an additional measure of overall civil processing time was formulated: 

2. Trial list deposition time: Median days from initiation of the lawsuitS to 
disposition for all civil cases placed in line for trial. This index of processing 
time includes all those cases (whether tort, contract/commercial, real property, 
or equity) in which counsel has indicated at least the possibility oftrial by filing 
a certificate of readiness, note of issue, or analogous document to place the case 
in the pool awaiting trial. Like the tort measure, this index excludes those 
actions that are seldom contested and even less J' ·.ely to be tried. But it allows a 
comparable measure to be computed in those jurisdictions where extensive 
formal case activity can occur prior to filing (as in New York and Minnesota) or 
where those cases disposed of prior to being placed on the trial list could not be 
sampled. Those courts in which cases are automatically placed at issue after a 
set period of time or upon filing an answer will not have a measure on this index. 

The final measure of civil case processing time relates only to those cases that 
result in jury trial: 

3. Time to jury trial: Median days from initiation of legal action to com
mencement of jury trial. This measure is relatively unambiguous. It is based 

4 Among the courts examined, torts made up an average of 81 percent of the civil jury verdicts. 
See text accompanying note II, chapter 3, below. 

5The beginning date for this and the following measure is either the filing of the lawsuit or service 
of the complaint, whichever is earlier. The courts of Minnesota and New York pennit a lawsuit to 
progress to trial readiness without filing in the court. In those courts, the date of service was used as 
the beginning date. 
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TABLE 2.1 
Civil Disposition Time Measures 

Median 
Median Tort TriaJ List Median 
Disposition Disposition Time to Jury 

Timeb Timec TriaJd 
(in days) (in days) (in days) 

New Orleans, La. 288 357 * 
(Orleans Parish Civil District Court) 

Ft. Lauderdale, FI. 298 368 458 
(17th Judicial Circuit Court) 

Phoenix, Az. 308 416 607 
(Maricopa County Superior Court) 

Portland, Or. 310 * 464 
(Multnomah County Circuit Court) 

Dallas, Tx. 322 * * 
(Dallas County District Courts) 

Miami.FI. 331 408 412 
(I I th Judicial Circuit Court) 

Cleveland,Oh. 384h * 660e 

(Cuyahoga County Court of Common Pleas) 

Seattle, Wa. 385 412 476 
(King County Superior Court) 

St. Paul, Mn. * 440f 43l 
(2nd Judicial District Comt) 

Atlanta. Ga. 402 * 628e 

(Fulton County Superior Court) 

Oakland, Ca. 421 569 * 
(Alameda County Superior Court) 

Note: On all tables in this book, medians are based on at least 20 cases unless incidated to the contrary. 

*Data unavailable or not applicable. 

aUnless indicated to the contrary. on this and the civil tables that follow, courts are listed in order of tort 
disposition time. Where that measure is unavailable, the court is placed in order where it seems most appropriate 
according to the other two measures. Omcial court names will be omitted from the remaining tables, as will the 
footnotes below explaining exceptions in the data for individual courts. 

bMedian days from court filing to filing of the document which offichiJly closed the case at the trial court level 
for all tort cases (including workmen's compensation cases). Those cases dismissed for lack of prosecution by the 
court are not included. 
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TABLE 2.1 (continued) 
Civil Disposition Time Measures 

Median 
Median Tort Trial List Median 
Disposition Disposition Time to Jury 

Timeb Timec Triald · 
(in days) (in days) (in days) 

Minneapolis, Mn. * 710f 734f 
(4th Judicial District CoUrt) 

Philadelphia, Pa. * 713g 716g 
(Philadelphia County Court of 
Common Pleas) 

Pontiac,Mi. 555 * 804 
(6th Judicial Circuit Court) 

San Diego, Ca. 574 608 846 
(San Diego County Superior Court) 

Pittsburgh, Pa. 583g 727g 906e,g 
(Allegheny County Court of Common 
Picas) 

Houston, Tx. 594 04< 840 
(Harris County District Courts) 

Newark, N.J. 654 >I< 680e 
(Essex County Superior Court) 

Detroit,Mi. 788 904 1231 
(3rd Judicial Circuit Court) 

Bronx County, N.Y. * 980f 1332f 
(Bronx County Supreme Court) 

Boston,Ma. 81! >I< >I< 

(Suffolk Cou;;ty Superior Court) 

cMedian days from court filing to filing the document which Officially closed the case at the trial court level for 
all cases placed in the pool of cases awaiting trial. 

dMedian days from filing to commencement of trial for cases ending in a jury verdict. 

eMeasure is to the judgment, ratherthan commencement of jury trial. 

fMeasure is from service of the complaint, not filing with the court. Court allows cases to progess to trial 
readiness prior to filing. 

glncludes only "major" cases that did not pass through the court's mandatory arbitration program for lawsuits 
involving less than $10,000. 

hlncludes cases resolved by arbitration. 
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upon only those cases that resulted in ajury verdict in order to avoid definitional 
differences among jurisdictions as to whether a trial had in fact begun. Nonjury 
trials were not included because jurisdictions have widely different definitions 
of what constitutes such a trial. This measure was computed for all courts in 

which at least 20 civil jury verdicts were present in the data base. 
Table 2.1 shows the three civil processing time measures for each court 

examined in this study. The measures are strongly related:6 although there are 

differences, courts tend to rank at approximately the same position on each of 
the three indices of processing time. Because the tort disposition time measure 
is present for most cou11s, it is the primary measure used in the analysis to 
follow. The range in each of the measures is striking. On every measure the 
slowest court takes roughly three times as long to dispose of cases as does the 

speediest court. 

Tables 2.2 and 2.3 set out two subsidiary indices of the distribution of tort 
and trial list processing times in each court. The first measure is the third 
quartile. It represents the disposition time for the case that took more time than 
three-fourths ofthe cases in the sample, less time than one-fourth. This measure 
indicates how long the slower cases in a court take to be disposed of. The 

second measure is the percent of cases in the sample exceeding an arbitrary, and 
comparatively lengthy, processing time of two years. A perusal of Tables 2.2 

and 2.3 indicates how concentration on the median may obscure important 
differences among courts, even though the additional measures are strongly 
correlated to the median.7 The median tort case in New Orleans, for example, is 
disposed of in 288 days-faster than any other court examined in this study. Yet 
the third quartile case requires nearly twice that long (508 days) and 15 pecent 

of the cases exceed two years disposition time. These latter figures indicate that 
a significant number of tort cases in New Orleans require more time to 
disposition than in several of the courts with slower median disposition times. 

They also indicate that court delay may be defined not simply in terms of the 
pace at which the majority of cases move through a court, but also by observing 
the time required by those c~:ses with unusually long disposition times. 

Criminal Cases 
Formulating cross-comparable measures of criminal case processing time 

6See footnote I, above. 
7For tort disposition time, the correlation between median and third quartile is .91; between 

median and the percent of cases over two years is .95. For trial list disposition time, the correlation 
between median and third quartile is .93; between median and the percent of cases over two years is 
.98 
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TABLE 2.2 
Tort Disposition Time 

Third Percent 
Median Quartile Cases Over 
(in days) (in days) 2 years 

New Orleans, La. 288 508 15% 
Ft. Lauderdale, F!. 298 455 7% 
Phoenix, Az. 308 471 7% 
Portland, Or. 310 429 2% 
Dallas, Tx. 322 498 5% 

Miami,FI. 331 466 9% 
Cleveland,Oh. 384 587 17% 
Seattle, Wa. 385 595 15% 
Atlanta, Ga. 402 659 22% 
Oakland, Ca. 421 700 22% 

Pontiac, Mi. 555 864 33% 
San Diego, Ca. 574 778 29% 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 583 855 33% 
Houston, Tx. 594 1155 44% 
Newark, N.J. 654 749 34% 

Detroit, Mi. 788 1171 57% 
Boston, Ma. 811 1624 55% 
-----

Notc: Tort disposition time measures thc time from filing to entry of final order for tort cases. 

TABLE 2.3 
Trial List Disposition Time 

Third Percent 
Median Quartile Cases Over 
(in days) (in days) 2 years 

"New Orleans, La. 357 587 19% 
Ft. Lauderdale, Fl. 368 535 8% 
Miami,FI. 408 581 15% 
Seattle, Wa. 412 623 16% 
Phoenix, Az. 416 612 17% 

51. Paul,Mn. 440 597 10% 
Oakland, Ca. 569 808 31% 
San Diego, Ca. 608 866 34% 
Minneapolis, Mn. 710 932 46% 
Philadelphia, Pa. 713 1390 49% 

Pittsburgh, Pa. 727 1048 49% 
Detroit, Mi. 904 1188 66% 
Bronx County, N.Y. 980 1404 68% 

Note: Trial list disposition time measures the time from either service of the complaint or filing I whichever is 
earlier} to entry of final order for those cases placed in the pool of cases awailing trial. 
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TABLE 2.4 
Criminal Disposition Time Measures 

Median Median 
Upper Court Median Total Court 
Disposition Time to Disposition 

Timeb Jury Trialc Timed 
(in days) (in days) (in days) 

Wayne County, ML a, e 33 81 64 
(3rd Judicial Circuit Court) 

San Diego, Ca. 45 f,7 71 
(San Diego County Superior Court) 

Atlanta, Ga. 45 73f 77 
(Fulton County Superior Court) 

New Orleans, La. 50 * 67 
(Orleans Parish Criminal District Court) 

Portland, Or. 51 g 56f , g 67h 

(Multnomah County Circuit Court) 

Seattle, Wa. 56g 84g 82 
(King County Superior Court) 

Pittsburgh, Pa. 58 92 103 
(Allegheny County Court of Common Pleas) 

Oakland, Ca. 58 89 116 
(Alameda County Superior Court) 

Minneapolis, Mn. 60 76 * 
(4th Judicial District Court) 

St. Paul, Mn. 69 69 74 
(2nd Judicial District Court) 

Cleveland,Oh. 71 89 103 
(Cuyahoga County Court of Common Pleas) 

*Data unavailable or not applicable. 
aUnless indicated to the contrary, on this and the criminal tables that follow, courts are listed in order ofuppcr 

court disposition time. Most explanatory footnotes below are excluded on remaining criminal tables. 
bMedian days from date of filing of formal charges in generaljurisdiction court to date of either gUilty plea. trial 

verdict, dismissal. or formal determinalion of entry into diversion program. 
cMedian days from date of filing of f\lrmal charges in general jurisdiction court to date trial commenced for 

cases where disposition was reached by jury verdict. 
dMedian days from date of arrest to date of either gUilty plea. trial verdict. dismissal. or formal determination of 

entry into diversion program. 

j 
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TABLE 2.4 (continued) 
Criminal Disposition Time Measures 

Median Median 
UpyerCourt Median Total Court 
Dispcsition Time to DisIJosition 

Timeb Jury Trialc Timed 
(in days) (in days) (in days) 

Pontiac,Mi. 78 168 122 
(6th Judicial Circuit Court) 

Miami,FI. 81 84 106 
(II th Judicial Cin::uit Court) 

Phoenix, Az. 98 129f 114 
(Maricopa COUnty Superior Court) 

Ft. Lauderdale, Fl. 99 147f 105 
(7th Judicial Circuit Court) 

Houston, Tx. 99 160 181 i 

(Harris County District Courts) 

Newark, N.J. 99 140 209 
(Essex County Superior Court) 

Dallas, Tx. 102 * 115 
(Dallas County District Courts) 

Philadelphia, Pa. 119g,j 121 f , g,j 168j 

(Philadelphia County Court 
of Common Pleas) 

Boston, Ma. 281 k 27Sf * 
(Suffolk County Superior Court) 

Bronx County, N.Y. 328 405 343 
(Bronx County Supreme Court) 

'1ne criminal jurisdiction of the laird Judicial Circuit Court includes all of Wayne County except the city of 
Detroit. Because of this facl. the jurisdiction will be referred to as Wayne County in the criminal tables that follow. 

fVerdict date used as substitute for date trial commenced. 

gOate of arraignment on formal charges used as substitute for date of filing of charges in the court of general 
jurisdiction. 

h Arrest date unavailable: date case opened in circuit court used. This date is within two dnyS oi the arrest date. 

i Arrest dates were unavailable for a large number of cases in this sample. There is a danger, therefore, thatthis 
figure may not be representative. 

jThe sample of felony dispositions provided by the court computer system inclUdes a considerably greater 
proporton of homicide. robbery. and rape offenses than aggregate data supplied by the court would suggest. 

kFigures do not inclUde cases categorized as "dead docket. ,. 
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prese.nts fewer conceptual and methodological problems than those en
countered on the civil side. While the criminal jurisdiction of the courts 
examined varies somewhat, data were collected only on those case~ in which 
the charge could result in incarceration of a year or more-felony in most 
courts. The time measures are based on a sample of these felony dispositions for 
each court. H The bifurcated nature of the criminal process in most court systems 
suggests the need for at least three separate measures offelony processing time: 

I . Total court disposition time: Median days from arrest to disposition;9 
2. Upper court disposition time: Median days from filing of the indictment 

or infonnation in the general jurisdiction court to disposition; and 
3. Time to jury trial: Median days from fiI ing of the indictment or infonna

tion in the general jurisdiction court to commencement of jury trial. 
Table 2.4 sets out medians of the two disposition-time measures of criminal 
case duration for each of the 21 courts, together with median days from 
indictment or infonnation to commencement of jury trial. 

As on the civil side, the measures are strongly related: courts tcnd to rank in 
approximately the same position on all three indices. 10 Because the major focus 
of this research is the general jurisdiction court, the measure of the time 
consumed in that court is the most logically relevant index of criminal case
processing speed. Since it also tracks so closely with total court time, the upper 
court disposition-time measure will be the primary index of criminal court 
speed utilized throughout this analysis. I I Total court disposition time and time 
to jury trial will be utilized where relevant. 

The data in Table 2.4 for the 19 fastest criminal courts show a pattern similar 
to the analogous measures of civil-case duration described in the previous 

HThere was no need to isolate a specific type of case for construction of the criminal measures 
because of the absence of cases analogous to the quasi-administrative confession of judgment or 
commercial default case that confounded the civil mea:ures. The courts differed in the proportion 
of violent crimes against persons in their caseload. due undoubtedly both to the nature of crime in 
the jurisdictions examined and screening practices. But differences in the overall disposition times 
were not a result of concentrations of these typically slow cases. See Table 3.5, below, and 
accompanying text. 

9Since this project is focused primarily on pretrial delay, the disposition date is defined as the date 
of either verdict, guilty plea. dismissal or nolle prosequi. or formal determination of entry into a 
diversion program. 

IOThe correlation coefficient between median upper court disposition time and median total 
disposition time is . ,}:'.; between median upper court disposition time and median time to jury trial is 
.92; between medial' :OIal disposition time and median time to jury trial is .91. 

II The strong relatio,lship between upper court disposition time and total disposition time is due in 
large part to remarkable uniformity among the courts in the amount of time consumed between 

I 
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Wayne County. Mi. 
San Diego. Ca. 
Atlanta. Ga. 
New Orleans. La. 
Portland. Or. 
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TABLE 2.5 
Upper Court Disposition Time 

Median 
(in days) 

33 
45 
45 
50 
51 

56 
58 
58 
60 
69 

71 
78 
81 
98 
99 

99 
99 

102 
119 
281 
328 

Third 
Quartile 
(in days) 

70 
64 
84 

115 
81 

90 
91 

116 
139 
89 

150 
ISS 
148 
134 
150 

167 
179 
200 
164 
487 
499 

Percent 
Cases OVer 

150 days 

7% 
4% 

14% 
16% 
4% 

7'7c 
9% 

19'« 
24'« 
5% 

25% 
27% 
24% 
18% 
25'7c 

29'7c 
34% 
34% 
29/k 
75/k 
79/k 

Note: Upper court disposition time measures the time from filing of either indictment or infomlation in the court 
of generaljurisdiction until either verdict. dismissal. guiUy plea. or formal determination of entry into diversion or 
other special program. 

section. The measures for 19 courts exhibit the same rough three-to-one 
relationship between fastest and slowest court on upper court dispOSition time, 
total court disposition time, and time to jury trial. 

Two courts fall outside this general pattern: Bronx County Supreme Court 
and Boston's Suffolk County Superior Court. In the Bronx and Boston. crim
inal cases move to disposition at a significantly slower pace than the other 
courts surveyed. Upper court time in the Bronx is almost a year; in Boston, it is 
ten months. In the next slowest city, Philadelphia, the analogous figure is four 
months. On total disposition time, the Bronx was four and one-half months 
slower than the next slowest jurisdiction. These same patterns hold true for the 

arrest and upper court tiling. With the exception of Newark. which has an extraordinarily slow 
grand jury process. median time from arrest to upper court t1Iing for all the courts examined fell in 
the 33-day range; from 12 to 45 days. See Appendix B. 
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TABLE 2.6 
Total Court Disposition Time 

Third Percent 
Median Quartile Cases Over 
(in days) (in days) 180 days 

Wayne County. Mi. 64 109 10% 
Portland. Or. 67 106 3% 
New Orleans. La. 67 131 16% 
San Diego. Ca. 71 96 6% 
St. Paul. Mn. 74 95 5% 

Atlanta. Ga. 77 126 15% 
Seattle. Wa. 82 124 12% 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 103 137 9% 
Cleveland.Oh. 10. 175 24% 
Ft. Lauderdale. PI. 105 148 16% 

Miami. PI. 106 169 22% 
Phoenix. Az. 114 152 14% 
Dallas, Tx. 115 189 28% 
Oakland, Ca. 116 210 29% 
POlltiac.Mi. 122 205 32% 

Philadelphia, Pa. 168 216 38% 
Houston, Tx. 181 935 52% 
Newark, N.J. 209 354 57% 
Bronx County. N.¥. 343 504 75% 

Note: Total court disposition time measures the time (rom arrest to either verdict. dismissal. guilty plea. or 
formal detennination of entry into diversion or other special program. 

time-to-jury trial measures as well. For want of a better term, we will refer to 
these two courts as • 'pathologically delayed," a reference to their exceptional 
slowness when compared both to other courts and to virtually every criminal 
disposition time standard we have encountered. 

Tables 2.5 and 2.6 set down additional descriptive information on upper 
court disposition time and total disposition time respectively. As in the pre
ceding section, these tables indicate two addit!onal indices of case processing 
speed: a measure of how long the oldest cases took to be disposed of, and a 
measure of the percentage of cases that exceeded a generous but somewhat 
arbitrary processing time limit. The former measure, as in Tables 2.2 and 2.3, 
is the number of days consumed by the lengthiest case in the third quartile. The 
latter is the percentage of cases in which total disposition time exceeded six 

l~_ months. or where upper court disposWon time meeded five months. These 
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five- and six-month periods represent an outside figure for the time limits 
specified in many speedy-trial standards. 12 

These two additional statistics describe more fully than the median how cases 
on the long end of the processing time scale are disposed of. As would be 
expected, these subsidiary measures are strongly correlated with the median for 
both total and upper court disposition time. 13 But the additional measures 
indicate that courts with similar median processing times may dispose of very 
different proportions of older cases: while Piitsburgh and Cleveland have 
identical median total court time figures, for example, Cleveland has more than 
twice the proportion of cases disposed of in more than 180 days. 

Whether these data taken together reveal excessive delay in the disposition of 
felony cases in state trial courts depends on the perspective of the observer. If 
the basis of comparison is the speedy trial standard proposed by the National 
Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, an average or 
normal processing time of sixty days from arrest to disposition,14 then every 
court examined in the study was' 'delayed." All the courts but three, however, 
dispose of at least half their criminal cases within six months from arrest, a 
speedy-trial standard utilized in several states. Only two courts exceeded a 
four-month median for upper court time. There is little question that patho
logical delay, at least in a comparative sense, exists in the Bronx and Boston. 
Because upper court disposition time in the Bronx and Boston is so much 
greater than in the other courts examined, much of the following analysis will 
discuss these two anomalous jurisdictions separately. 

12See B. Fort et aI., Speedy Trial: A Selected Bibliography alld Comparative Allalysis a/State 
Speedy Trial Provisiolls (Kansas City: Midwest Research Institute, 1978), Figure 3, p.150. 

13Por upper court disposition time, the correlation between median and third quartile limes is .98 ; 
between median and percent of cases over 150 days is, 94. For total disposition time, the correlation 
between median and third quartile times is .66; between median and percent of cases OVer 180 days 
is .94. 

14National Advisory Commission on CriminalJustice Standards and Goals, CO/lrts (Washington~ 
Government Printing Office, 1973), Standard 4.1, p. 68. 
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3. COURT 
STRUCTURE AND 
CASE DELAY 

T his chapter deals with the following formal aspects of court operation to 
detennine if they are linked to disposition time: a) court size, b) judicial 

caseload, c) settlement and trial activity, d) calendaring system, and e) case 
management practices. In addition, two elements unique to criminal case 
processing are examined: the process used to initiate formal charges-the 
grand jury indictment or an information-based charging system-and the 
presence of speedy-trial rules. 

These court characteristics comprise what could be termed the traditional 
model of court delay. The model presumes that delay in litigation is caused by 
problems of the court itself, such as burdensome caseloads, excessive trials, or 
inefficient court structure and case-handling procedures. In the following 
sections we report our findings concerning the usefulness of this model in 
explaining differences among courts in the pace of civil and criminal litigation .' 
Our attempt to synthesize these findings and relate them to a coherent theory of 
trial court delay is presented in the next chapter. 

Size of Court 
We encountered a strong impression among practitioners that delayed dis

position of both civil and criminal cases is predominantly a problem of large 
urban courts. Alternatively, these practitioners believe that expeditious dis
position of cases is possible only in smalIer courts that presumably handle a 
smaller volume of less serious or complex litigation. It should be noted that the 
courts chosen for analysis in this study are already "metropolitan" and 
"larg(!," at least by national standards. The size of these courts varies consider
ably, however: from II to 54 judges, for example, and from I ,700 to 25,000 

annual civil filings. 

'The various factors are discussed individually. thereby making it difficult to determine the 
independent effect of each on the pace of litigation in the courts examined. The appropriate 
statistical tool for determining the specific impact of each independent factor is multiple regression 
analysis. This technique could not be utilized because reliably comparable data on one or more of 
the variables were missing for most of the courts examined. 



TABLE 3.1 N 

Court Size - Civil N 

Tort Trial List 1976 1976 1975 
Disposition Disposition Total Civil

b 
Civil Tort Population 

Time Time Judgesa Judges FilingsC Filings (in thousands) ...... 
c::: 
t'/.l 

New Orleans, La. 288 357 6 6 * 2,349 564 ::j 
Ft. Lauderdale, FI. 298 368 27 17e 14,537 4,072e 863 (j 

Phoenix, Az. 308 416 31 17 18,776 4,320 1,218 trl 

Portland, Or. 310 * 17 * 6,609 * 536 g 
Dallas, Tx. 322 * 25 12 13,297 4,366e 1,399 t'" 

Miami,FI. 331 408 43 24 25,743 12,456e 1,439 ~ Cleveland, Oh. 384 * 26 * 14,397 8,158 1,603 I:' 
Seattle, Wa. 385 412d 24 * 16,455

f 
2,791 1,149 

St. Paul, Mn. * 440 12 * 1,741 * 476 
Atlanta, Ga. 402 * II * 4,068 * 584 

Oakland, Ca. 421 569
d 

24 13 10,747 f 3,825 1,088 
Minneapolis, Mn. * 710 17 lie 4,413

f 
I 328e, f 926 

Philadelphia, Pa. * 713 60 17 3,620 1:454f 1,825 
Pontiac, Mi. 555 * II * 8,375 1,715e 968 
San Diego, Ca. 574 608 28 17 22,302 3,050 1,588 

Pittsburgh. Pa. 583 727 31 16 4,444f 2,481 f 1,517 
Houston. Tx. 594 * 38 18 21,191 9,770 1.964 
Newark, N.J. 654 * 26 8 6,284g 3,323e 885 
Detroit,Mi. 788 904

d 
33 25 23,583

f 7,389~ 2,537 
Bronx County, N. Y. * 980 39 10 3,105 2,434 1,377 
Boston,Mu. 811 * 19 6e 7,902 * 723 

*Data unavailable or no! applicable. drime from service, not case filing. , o,:otal number of judges authorized to general jurisdiction court for civil and criminal divisions. eEstimate. 
bTotal number of judges assigned to general civil cases, exclusive of probate and domestic relations. flncludes only at-issue or trial-ready cases. 
cExcluslve of probate and domestic relations to the extent possible. genses counted only if at least one answer to the complaint is filed . 

... 

-'-----------_ .............. _--'-. ~- --- ---~-' --' - - --~. -' --
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TABLE 3.2 
Court Size - Criminal 

Median 
Upper Court 
Disposition 1976 1976 

Time Total Criminal Criminal Felony 
(in days) Judgesa Judgesb Filingsc Filingsd 

Wayne COUilty, Mi. 33 33 7 4,244 4,028 
San Diego. Ca. 45 28 9 4,254 4,254 
Atlanta, Ga. 45 II * 5,296 5,296 
New Orleans, La. 50 10 10 7,525 2,746 
Portland, Or. 51 17 * 3,627 3,213 
Seattle, Wa. 56 24 * 4,567 2,625-
Pittsburgh, Pa. 58 31 14 7.949 6,58~ 
Oakland, Ca. 58 24 10 2,711 2,648 
Minneapolis, Mn. 60 17 6 2,369 2,305 
St. Paul, Mn. 69 12 * 1,051 1,011 
Cleveland,Oh. 71 26 * 6,632 6,632 
Pontiac,Mi. 78 II * 4,921 * 
Miami,FI. 81 43 12 11,741 * 
Phoenix, Az. 98 31 10 7,294 5,218 
Ft. Lauderdale, Fl. 99 27 7 4,081 4,081 
Houston, Tx. 99 38 15 15,086 * 
Newark, N.J. 99 26 16 7,083e 7,083 
Dallas, Tx. 102 25 9 10,457 .. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 119 60 43 9,122 * 
Boston, Ma. 281 19 9 3,989 1,965 
BronxCounty,N. Y. 328 39 29 3,518 3,518 

'Data unavailable or not applicable. 

~otal number of judges authori?ed to general jurisdiction court in civil and criminal divisions. 

bJudges assigned to criminal matters. 

1975 
Population 
(thousands) 

2,537 
1,588 

584 
564 
536 

1,149 
1,517 
1,088 

926 
476 

1,063 
968 

1,439 
1,2J8 

863 
\,964 

885 
1,399 
1,825 

723 
1,377 

CTotal criminal matters filed in 1976. Because of significant differences in statistical procedures across courts 
these figures are not strictly comparable. 

dFelony defendant-incidents. 

eEstimate from data supplied by courts. 

Table 3.1 sets out the relationship between civil disposition time and five 
indices of civil court size: total judges, judges assigned to civil matters, total 
1976 civil filings, 1976 tort filings, and jurisdictional population. By whatever 
index chosen, it is apparent that size of court bears little relationship to cl~-i! 
processing time. If anything, as the number of judges and tort filings increase, 
there is a tendency for disposition time to decrease. 

Criminal court practitioners, in common with their civil brethren. also assert 
that large courts with numerous caseS and comparatively "heavy" crime 
cannot be expected to dispose of cases as expeditiously as smaller courts, Table 
3.2 relates upper court processing time to five indices of criminal court size: 
total authorized judges, judges assigned to criminal cases, total 1976 criminal 
filings, 1976 felony filings, and 1975 popUlation. 
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It is at first apparent that pathological delay is unrelated to any index of size. 
Neither number of criminal filings, nor number of judges, nor population 
distinguishes the courts of Boston or the Bronx as particularly large. Larger 
courts on every dimension of size are able to process cases at a considerably 
more rapid pace. 

Among the remaining 19 courts a somewhat different pattern emerges; the 
slower courts tend to be somewhat larger on all five dimensions, the faster 
courts somewhat smaller. The data suggest that it may be difficult for very large 
courts such as the Court of Common Pleas in Philadelphia to process criminal 
cases at the same pace as the courts in New Orleans or Portland. There are, 
however, notable exceptions. The Pontiac and Newark courts are substantially 
slower than would be suggested by their size. In contrast, the Court of Common 
Pleas in Pittsburgh is an example of a large court that processes criminal cases at 
a much faster pace than other courts of comparable size. 

Court Caseload and Backlog 
Perhaps the most commonly asserted cause qf delayed case disposition is an 

imbalance of court resources to caseload. The literature of civiF and crimi naP 
court delay is replete with references to overworked judges and understaffed 
courts. Similarly, judges and lawyers in most courts visited in this study 
asserted that the local caseload warranted an immediate infusion of new judges. 

Research on both federal4 and stateS courts has failed to uncover a link 

2See e.g., Zeisel, Kalven, and Buchholz, Delay in the COlin (Boston: Little, Brown and Co. 
1959), p.3; M. Rosenberg, "Court Congestion: Status, Causes, and Proposed Remedies," in The 
COllrts, the Public and the LalV Explosion, ed. H. Jones (Englewood Cliffs; Prentice-Hall, 1965), 
pp. 38-46; R.S. Miller, "A Program for the Elimination of the Hardships of Litigation Delay," 
Ohio State LalV Journal 27 (1966): 406; J.P. Frank, American Law: The Case for Radical Reform 
(New York: MacmilJ.an Co., 1969), pp. 3-4. 

3The National Manpower Survey of Courts indicates that 40 percent of responding officials 
believe inadequate resources to be the primary cause of delay. "Background Paper on Issues and 
Data Relating to Sources of Case Backlog and Delay in the State Courts," mimeographed 
(Washington, D.C.: Courts Technical Assistance Project, American University, 1970), p. 15. See 
also National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, Courts (Washing
ton, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1973), p. I; L.R. Katz, L.P. Litwin, and R.H. Bamberger, 
Justice is the Crime: Pretrial Delay in Felony Cases (Cleveland: Case Western Reserve University 
Press, 1972), p. 75; L. Banfield and C.D. Anderson, "Continuances in Cook County Criminal 
Courts," University of Chicago Law Review 35 (1968): 266. 

4See WM. Rhodes, "The Economics of Criminal Courts: A Theoretical and Empirical Investiga
tion," Journal of Legal Studies 5 (1976): 319-20, fn. 9. See also W. J. Campbell, "Delays in 
Criminal Cases: Before the Conference of Metropolitan Chief Judges of the Federal Judicial 
Center,' , Federal Rilles Decisions 55 (1973) : 230; R. W. Gillespie, Jlldicial Prodllctivity and COllrt 
De/ay: All E.~ploratory Analysis of the Federal District Courts (Washington, D.C.: Government 
Printing Office, 1977). 

5See J.O.Williams and R.J. Richardson, Delay ill Superior Courts of North Carolina and an 
Assessment a/its Causes (Raleigh: Administrative Office of the Courts, 1973), pp. 38-39. 
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between the criminal caseloads of judges and the pace of litigation. Historical 
studies documenting the results of both a significant infusion of jUdicial 
resources in one court6 and a substantial decrease in criminal court filings in 
another 7 reached analogous conclusions: criminal caseload he:ps very little to 
explain differences in processing time either between courts, or in the same 
court over time. Little analogous work has been done on the civil side. 

Two measures-<:ases filed per judge and cases pending per judge-will be 
utilized to give a picture of the amount of civil and criminal work facing judges 
on different courts. Because of significant differences in the case output of 
courts, however, these measures may be somewhat misleading. A high number 
of pending cases per judge has very different implications in a court with high 
judicial productivity (defined in the pages that follow as yearly case disposi
tions per judge) than in a court that disposes of comparatively few cases per 
judge. Highly productive courts may dispose of high pending caseloads expedi
tiously while less productive courts cannot. We thus propose a final measure of 
caseload, a backlog index: the number of cases pending in a court at the 
beginning of the year divided by that years's dispositions. This measure is 
sometimes termed "statistical delay"S or the "inventory control index."9 It 
relates the number of pending cases to yearly terminations; the higher the 
backlog index, the more pending cases a court has relative to expected yearly 
productivity. 

Appl ication of these aggregate measures to the courts examined in this study 
is difficult. Unlike federal courts, state court systems have no uniform caseload 

6The addition of 5 I new judges to the criminal courts of New York between 1972 and 1974. with 
accompanying increases in prosecutorial and public defender staffs. failed to reduce criminal case 
processing time. The Commissioner of Criminal Justice Services for New York. after a survey of 
the iml'"ct of the new judges. concluded that "The data indicate clearly that the expenditure of 
sub-·."ntiai sums for additional trial parts ha~ not solved the problem of delay and backlog." 
QlIotation from a memorandum by Archibald Murray. Commissioner of the New York State 
Division of Criminal Justice Services. December 16. 1974. Cited in M. Feeley. "The Effect of 
Heavy Caseloads.·· paper presented at 1975 Annual Meeting of the American Political Science 
Association, p. 27. 

7Data gathered by the President's Commission on Crime in the District of Columbia indicate that 
from 1950 to 1966 the median time from indictment to termiNltion in Washington's U.S. District 
Court quadrupled from 1.2 months to 4.8 months. During the same period the number of judges 
stayed constant and the number of criminal case filings fell by 30 percent. President's Commission 
on Crime in the District of Columbia. Report (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 
1966), Tables 8 and 9, pp. 247-49. 

sSee, e.g .. National Planning Association, "Statistics on Crimhlal Caseloads and Estimated 
Processing Time in Gener'dl Trial Courts. Fiscal Year J 975 ... Mimeographed Final Report to Law 
Enforcement Assistance Administration, United States Department of Justice (Washington, D.C.: 
1977). 

9See S. Flanders, Case Mallagemem alld COllrt Mallagement ill Ullited States District Courts 
(Washington, D.C.: Federal Judicial Center, 1977). pp. 74-75. 
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counting or reporting system. They have no common system for weighting 
different case types to measure the amount of court work typically required to 
dispose of particular types of cases. 10 Some civil courts process large numbers 
of uncontested commercial defaults or "confessions of judgment" in which the 
court performs the purely administrative function of entering a legal judgment 
against a defaulting debtor. These cases are sometimes processed in such 
volume that they overshadow in number the contested civil cases that consume 
the bulk of judge time. At least one court examined considers each admission to 
the bar as a disposed civil case. Similar problems exist with aggregate criminal 
case load statistics. They sometimes contain large numbers of uncontested 
traffic cases, minor misdemeanors, writs of habeas corpus, and the like. These 
actions typically consume little judge time of a general jurisdiction court yet 
may distort the caseload statistics for comparative purposes. Because of these 
divergent practices, no comparable index of caseload can be obtained from total 
civil or criminal case statistics reported by courts. For reasons analogous to our 
choice of disposition-time measures based on tort cases, we have concluded 
that aggregate tort statistics, when available, again provide a rough but 
meaningful substitute in each of the civil case load measures proposed above. 
Aggregate data on tort cases filed, pending, and terminated will therefore be 
used in the analysis of case load that follows. II 

Despite the fact that several of the general jurisdiction courts examined in 
this study handle varying numbers of nonfelony cases, criminal case load 
analysis will be confined to felony!2 filings per judge, total pending felony 
cases per judge, and a criminal backlog index, analogous to the civil measure, 
relating pending felony cases to yearly terminations. These civil and criminal 

\OSee D.S. Clarke and J .H. Merryman, "Measuring the Duration of judicial and Administrative 
Proceedings," Michigan Law Review 75 (1976): 100-105; J. Doyle, "Comparing Court Pro
ductivity," Jlldicatllre 61 (1978): 416-421. 

IIOfthe21 courts, the proportion of torts in the civil jury verdicts sampled ranged from 65 to 100 
percent. The average was 81 percent. This reliance on tort statistics is further strengthened by the 
fact that the tort cases tend to be similar in both a definitional and a substantive sense from court to 
court. Tort filing statistics, for example, mean generally the same thing from court to court, while 
the kinds of actions counted as·contracts or equity or general civil varied enormously. 

This choice has eliminated several courts from our analysis because they do not report tort 
statistics separately from other civil cases. Other courts are not included in the judicial workload 
analyses because it was not possible to identify the number of judges who work on general civil 
cases, thereby making "per judge" calculations impossible . 
. 12Pelony cases on the tables are defined in terms of "defendant-incidents" or"defendant
episodes .• , An indictment or information charging three defendants with a number of counts arising 
out of the same criminal act would constitute three cases, one per defendant. 

When courts did not report their statistics in this form, it was sometimes possible to utilize our 
own case data on the average number of defendants or counts associated with a case to adjust court 
figures. See Appendix C. 
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caseload measures are constructed for the purpose of comparing courts. It 
should be emphasized that these data do not purport to provide an absolute 
measure of total work in any individual trial court. 

TABLE 3.3 
Civil Caseload Data 

Median Tort 
Disposition 

Time 
(in days) 

New Orleans, La. 288 
Ft. Lauderdale, FI. 298 
Phoenix, Az. 308 
Dallas, Tx. 322 
Miami,PI. 331 
Cleveland, Oh. 384 
Oakland, Ca. 421 
Pontiac, Mi. 555 
San Diego, Ca. 574 
Houston, Tx. 594 
Newark, N.J. 654 
Detroit, Mi. 788 

*Data unavailable or not applicable. 

a,.ort filings per civil judge - 1976. 

Tort 
Filings 

per 
Judge8 

392 
240 
254 
364 
519 

* 
294 
* 

179 
543 
415 
296 

Tort Cases 
Pending 

per 
Judgeb 

* 
* 
* 

339 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

821 
506 
800 

bTort cases pending as of 1/1)76 (or beginning of 1976liscal year) per civil judge. 

cTort cases pending as of 1/1/76 divided by 1976 tort dispositions. 

Backloe 
Index 

* 
>I< 

* 
1.0 

* 
1.2 

* 
1.4 
* 

2.0 
1.5 
2.3 

The data in Table 3.3 suggest that civil judge caseload has little relation to 
civil case disposition time. Courts with heavy filings per judge can be either 
relatively fast or relatively slow. tJ Data are available on too few courts to make 
reliable inferences concerning the relationship of pending cases per judge 
to disposition time. The courts slower in processing civil cases do tend to have a 
higher total pending caseload per judge than the faster courts, but the number of 
courts in the sample with these data is very small. A clear pattern does emerge 
when disposition time is related to the backlog index. The higher a court's 
backlog index, the slower civil cases move to disposition. 14 Slower .courts, in 
other words, seem to be backlogged courts. 

IJThe correlation between tort filings per judge and median tort disposition time (11 = 10) is .03. 
See footnote I, Chapter 2. 

14r = .88, p = .02. It might be hypothesized that this relationship is due to a link between 
productivity and disposition time. This link noes not emerge from our data, however. The 
correlation coefficient between median tort disposition time and tort dispositions per judge (11 "" 15 
courts) was .02, indicating virtually no relationship. The great differences in judicial productivity 
among the 21 courts suggest that judges work at very different paces in different courts, a fact 
observed inon-site visits, as well. In any event, highly productive courts can be either fast or slow . 
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TABLE 3.4 
Criminal Caseload Data 

Median 
Upper Court Pendir,lg 

Disposition Time Felony Filings Felonies Backlog 
(in days) per Judgea perJudg\~b Indexc 

Wayne County, Mi. 33 575 * * 
San Diego, Ca. 45 473 435 * 
Atlanta, Ga. 45 * * .08 
New Orleans, La. 50 275

d * * 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 58 471 * .29 
Oakland, Ca. 58 265 48 .20 
Minneapolis, Mn. 60 384 53 .14 
St. Paul, Mn. 69 * * .17 
Cleveland,Oh. 71 * * .22 
Pontiac,Mi. 78 * * .35 
Phoenix, Az. 98 522 * * 
Ft. Lauderdale, FI. 99 583 177 .33 
Houston, Tx. 99 * * * 
Newark, N.J. 99 '"''-I,d 267d .67 
Dallas, Tx. 102 * * * 
Philadelphia, Pa. 119 233 88 .37 
Boston, Ma. 281 218 515 1.54 
Bronx County, N.Y. 328 121 102 .78 

"Data unavailable or not applicable. 

apelony cases (defendant-incidents) filed per judge assigned to criminal matters - 1976. 

bpending felony cases as of 1/1/76 (or beginning of 1976 fiscal year) per judge assigned to criminal matters. 

cPending felony cases as of 1/1/76 divided by 1976 felony dispositions. 

dEstimate. 

Table 3.4 presents criminal case load measures for those courts in which the 
necessary data are available. In common with both the civil findings of this 
research and those of previous studies, very little relationship is present between 
processing time and either the number of felony filings per judge or the number 
of pendi:1Ig felonies per judge. 15 Indeed, the two courts with the most severe 
delay plOblem have the lowest number of felony filings per judge of any of the 
courts fOt' which. data are available. The Boston court has a relatively high 
number of pending felonies per judge, but so does the San Diego court, the 
second fastest court of the 21 surveyed. These data reveal significant differences in 
the criminal case load of state trial courts. But the courts with the highest 

15The correlation between median upper court disposition time and filings per judge for all courts 
is - .65; excluding Bronx County and Boston, r = - .10. The correlation between median upper 
court disposition time and pending felonies per judge for all courts is .21; excluding Bronx County 
and Boston, r :; - .24. 
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TABLE 3.5 
Seriousness of Criminal Cases 

Median Median Median 
Upper Court Upper Court Upper Court 
Disp'nTime Disp'nTime Disp'nTime Percent 

All Cases Sedous Casesa Less Serious Serious 
(in days) (in days) Casesb (days) Casesa 

Wayne County, Mi. 33 60 31 14% 
San Diego, Ca. 45 62 43 18% 
Atlanta, Ga. 45 47 45 16% 
New Orleans, La. 50 57 49 19% 
Seattle, Wa. 56 74 53 16% 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 58 65 57 12% 
Oakland, Ca. 58 56 58 23% 
Minneapolis. Mn. 60 52 61 16% 
SI. Paul,Mn. 69 67 70 22% 
Cleveland,Oh. 71 76 70 23% 
Pontiac, Mi. 78 98 74- 12% 
Miami,FI. 81 96 76 11% 
Phoenix, Az. 98 112 98 10% 
Ft. Lauderdale, Fl. 99 93 100 10% 
Houston, Tx. 99 106 93 16% 
Newark, N.J. 99 90 97 23% 
DaJlas, Tx. 102 114 95 13% 
Boston, Ma. 281 253 283 17% 
Bronx County, N.Y. 328 322 315 51% 

3Homicide, rape, robbery. 

bFelony cases exclusive of homicide. rape, robbery ,and cases c3t~gorized as "other". 

caseloads are not the courts with slowest disposition times, nor are the compar
atively underworked courts speedier. 

The criminal case backlog index is strongly related to disposition time, 16 The 
higher the index, indicating a large number of pending cases relative to yearly 
dispositions, the lengthier the processing time. As on the civil side, backlogged 
criminal cour..s tend to be slow criminal courts. It should be kept ill mind, 
however, that the backlog index measures the rel!l,tionship of pending caseload 
to the court's output of criminal dispositions; unlike the two previous measures. 
it does not relate caseload to court resources. 

The amount of work facing a trial court is a function not simply of the number 
of cases it must process but also of the type of cases in the caseload. While there 
is little literature on the subject, we interviewed a number of practitioners who 

16WithoU! including the Bronx and BoSlon in Ihecalculation, r = .83: including the BronltandBoSlon, r = .72. 
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asserted that a high proportion of serious or "heavy" crime in a court would 
necessarily slow it down.17 The presumption was usually that serious cases are 

likely to consume considerable judge time in hearings and trial and will also 
require more attorney preparation time. On the contrary, the data suggest that 
differences among courts in the pace of criminal litigation are remarkably 
independent of the proportion of more serious crime in the caseload. Table 3.5 
sets out for each court the median upper court disposition time for all cases in 
the felony sample, upper court time for a class of cases unambiguously serious 
in all courts-homiddes, rapes, and robberies, disposition time for the remain
ing less-serious offenses, and the percent of serious cases among the court's 

total dispositions. 
Iris at first apparent that although the percentage of serious cases ranges from 

a low of II percent to a high of 51 percent, this figure is virtually unrelated to 
the overall upper court disposition time. Of the most seriously delayed jurisdic
tions, the Bronx does have an exceptionally high proportion of serious crime
more than twice that of any other court. But the proportion of serious cases 
disposed in Boston is not especially high in comparative terms. Virtually no 
pattern linking disposition time and percent of serious cases exists for the 

remaining courts. 
A possible exception for this lack of relationship between percent of serious 

cases and disposition time is suggested by an analysis of the central two 
columns of the table. They reveal that differences in disposition time for serious 
and less sedous offenses are strongly related: although serious cases usually 
move slower than less serious cases, courts that are comparatively slow in 
disposing of serious cases are similarly slow with less serious cases. The 

converse is also generally true. The clear implication is that differences in the 
overall pace of criminal litigation among trial courts cannot be ascribed to 
heavy concentrations of serious criminal cases. IS 

Data on the relative pace of complex civil cases are unavailable because court 
records do not contain reliable indications of case complexity. A study of civil 
case processing in federal courts concluded that "differences in disposition 

17Fragmentary data on the relationship of case type to disposition time may be found in l.A. 
Navarro and J.G. Taylor, "Data Analysis and Simulation of Court System in the District of 
Columbia for the Processing of Felony Defendants" in The President's COlllmission on Law 
Enforcement and the Administration of Jllstice Task Force Report: Science and Technology 
(Washington, D.C.; Government Printing Office, 1967), p. 205. See, generally, Banfield and 
Anderson, "Continuances h1 Cook County Criminal Courts." 

181n the 10 courts for which data are available on the number of defendants associated with a 
criminal case, an analogous conclusion emerges; there is little correlation (r = . 16) between a 
court's proportion of cases with two or more defendants and median disposition time. 
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TABLE 3.6 
Judicial Productivity and Trial Utilization - Civil 

Mf!dian Tort 
Jury Trial Disposition 
Utilization Judicial Time 

Indexa Productivityb (in days) 

Cleveland, Oh. 1% * 384 
New Orleans, La. 2% * 288 
Detroit,Mi. 3% 354 788 
Dallas, Tx. 4% 338c 322 
Oakland, Ca. 4% 201 421 
Pontiac, Mi. 4% * 555 
Houston, Tx. 5% 429 594 
Newark, N.J. 5% 339 654 
FI. Lauderdale, FI. 6% 275c 298 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 6% 162 581 
San Diego, Ca. 6% 147 574 
Phoenix, Az. 7% 248 308 
Portland, Or. 8% * 310 
Miami,FI. 10% 477c 331 
Seattle, Wa. 12% * 385 
Atlanta, Ga. 14% * 402 

-Data unavailable or not applicable. 

3Percent of 1976 tort dispositions (excluding court dismissals for lack of prosecution) reached by jury verdict. 

b 1976 tort cases disposed per civil judge. 

cEslimale. 

time among the courts studied are not caused by concentrations of cases that 
characteristically are fast or slow. "19 Whether this conclusion is warranted for. 
state courts must await further research. 

Trial and Settlement Activity 
Trials, especially jury trials, consume a considerable amount of the judge 

time spent in most state trial courtS. The extensive resources in time and money 
consumed by the typical jury trial provide considerable impetus for programs to 
encourage pretrial settlement of civil cases and negotiated pleas in criminal 
cases. Techniques to decrease the proportion of civil cases requiring jury trial 
include mandatory settlement conferences, "crash" settlement programs of 
limited duration, and use of pretrial orders in all civil cases. All are based on the 
assumption that a court can dispose of more cases by lowering the proportion of 
cases that require jury trial. If this assumption is correct, those courts with 
fewer civil jury trials should be more productive ~han "trial-intensive" courts. 

19F1anders, Case Management,p. 18. 
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Table 3.6 presents datu on the proportion of tort dispositions that come about 
through jury verdict. The table indicates a considerable range in the proportion 
of jury trials across the 21 courts - from one percent t· 14 percent. This 
variation is virtually unrelated to either individual judge: productivity20 or to 
disposition time. 21 Courts that dispose of a relatively high proportion of their 
civil cases by jury trial are neither less productive nor slower than courts with 
lower trial utilization. 

The five courts in which civil case processing was examined in detail also 
vary considerably in the amount of judicial effort expended in securing settle
ments. In Miami and Phoenix, judges typically take very little part in settlement 
negotiations. Most judges ask on the day of trial if counsel have "talked 
settlement. " The pretrial orders used in both courts require a statement con
firming that settlement discussions have been conducted. But most judges of 
these courts hold strong attitudes against judicial coercion of settlements. The 
judges interviewed indicated that they seldom talk about specific dollar figures 
and that any discussions are always held with both counsel present. Minneapolis 
judges typically take a more active role in settlement discussions, although the 
level of this activity reportedly fluctuates. The court holds regular settlement 
programs in December and during the summer months, and has recently set its 
most effective "settlers" to work on the oldest cases on the calendar. As in 
Miami and Phoenix, however, most judges expressed concern over exerting 
excessive influence on the decisions of the parties and do not engage in ex parte 

contacts. 
The Detroit and Bronx County courts expend considerably more effort on 

settlement-related activities. Settlement conferences are routinely held in every 
case. In the Bronx, a case generally requires a dozen or more appearances for 
the primary purpose of settlement before a trial is commenced. The Detroit 
court's settlement activity depends to some extent on whether it is currently 
conducting a "crash program" to reduce the number of pending cases, but 
judges and attorneys alike indicated that the court always makes considerable 
effort to settle. In both the Bronx and Detroit the court role in settlement is 
aggressive, and judges are not reticent to suggest specific dollar amounts, 
comment on the merits of the case, and indicate the likely result of a trial. In the 
Bronx, settlement judges routinely speak to counsel ex parte as a means of 
facilitating settlements. Some attorneys complained in both courts that court 
pressure to settle is at times inappropriately intense. 

20r= .18. 
21 r = -.28. 
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TABLE 3.7 
Court Settlement Activity 

Median Trial 
Court Disposition Time Judicial Utilization 

Settlement Trial List Cases Productivitya Indexb 

Involvement (rank) (rank) (rank) 

(most) 
303c (3) 4%d(2) Bronx County, N. Y. 980 (5) 

Detroit. Mi. 904 (4) 354 (2) 3% d (1) 
Minneapolis, Mn. 710 (3) ll7c (5) 11% (5) 
Phoenix, Az. 416 (2) 248 (4) 7% (3) 
Miami,FI. 408(1) 477 (1) 10% (4) 
(least) 

a l976 tort dispositions per judge. 

bpercent of total tort dispositions reached by jury verdict. 

cThe base of these statistics reflects only dispositions of torts filed with the court. Because both the Bronx and 
Minneapolis ci vii cases can progress to trial readiness prior to filing. these numbers are not strictly comparable. 

dThis figure based only on the trial-ready cases since cases are not fiJr.'Il with the court prior to trial readiness. 

Table 3.7 lists the five courts in order of our subjective determination of the 
amount and intensity of judicial involvement in civil case settlement activities. 
It also indicates judicial productivity, median disposition time for trial-list 
cases,22 and the index of jury trial utilization. The two settlement-intensive 
courts make less use of jury trials than those with less court settlement activity, 
but there is no clear linkage to judicial productivity. Those courts that exert the 
most effort in settling cases do not necessarily dispose of more cases per judge 
than those courts where less judicial settlement effort lS expended. The only 
obvious relationship in the table is the perfect inverse relationship between 
amount of court settlement activity and median disposition time. The most 
settlement-intensive courts are the slowest courts. We alre not in a position to 
assert causality here. It seems clear, however, that fast courts on civil case 
processing need not be "settling" courtS.23 

Much of the literature on plea bargaining in criminal cases assumes a linkage 
between judicisl productivity and the proportion of those cases requiring jury 
trial. A representative example: 

Only the guilty plea system has enabled the courts to process their caseloads with 
seriously inadequate resourl;es. The invisible hand of Adam Smith h;. at work. 

2ZThe trialtist disposition time figure was used because it is present for each of the five courts, 
whereas the tort measure time is missing in two. 

23 An analogous conclusion was reached by the Federal Judicial Center's study of federal trial 
courts. See Flanders, Case Management. pp. 37·39. 

- -----.-------------~ ........ ---
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TABLE 3.8 

Judicial Productivity and Trial Utilization - Criminal 

Median 
Jury Trial Upper Court 
Utilization Judicial Disposition Time 

Indexa Productivityb (in days) 

Dallas, Tx. 1% * 102 
Houston, Tx. 4% * 99 
Minneapolis, Mn. 5% 248 60 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 5% 354 58 
Philadelphia, Pa. 6%c 249 119 

Miami,FI. 6% 751 81 
Wayne County, Mi. 7% * 33 
Ft. Lauderdale, FI. 7% 389 99 
New Orleans, La. 7% * 50 
Oakland, Ca. 7% 198 58 

Pontiac, Mi. 7% * 78 
San Diego, Ca. 7% 396 45 
St. Paul,Mn. 8% * 69 
Phoenix, Az. 9% 378 98 
Atlanta, Ga. 9% * 45 

Cleveland,Oh. 9% * 71 
Seattle, Wa. 10% * 56 
Portland, Or. 11% " 51 
Boston, Ma. 14% * 281 
Bronx County, N.Y. 18% III 328 
Newark, N.J. 19% 280 99 

'Data unavailable or not applicable. 

apercent of felony adjudications (guilty pleas, court and jury verdicts, post-indictment diversions) reached by 
jury verdict. From delay project case samples. 

bFelony adjudications per criminal court judge. From court-supplied aggregate statistics. 

cThis figure obtained from court-supplied statistics, not delay project case sample. 

Growing concessions to guilty plea defendants have almost matched the growing 
need to avoid the burdensome business of trying cases.24 

While recent studies have cast some doubt on the accepted linkage of case 
pressure to the avoidance of trial through plea bargaining, many of the practi
tioners interviewed shared a belief that jury trials must be avoided if a court is to 
increase both criminal case output and processing speed. 25 

24Alschuler, "The Prosecutor's Role in Plea Bargaining," University of Chicago Law Review 36 
(1968): 51. See alsO citations in M_ Heumann, "A Note on Plea Bargaining and Case Pressure." 
LawQlId Society Review 9 (1975): 516-17. 

25See Heumann, "A Note on Plea Bargaining and Case Pressure;" Feeley, "The Effects of 
Heavy Caseloads. " 
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Table 3.8 indicates criminal case jury trial utilization, judicial productivity, 
and median upper court disposition time of all of the courts for which these data 
are available. Judicial productivity refers to the number of felony adjudications 
(trial convictions and acquittals, and gUilty pleas) per criminal cOUltjudge;26 the 
trial utilization index is the percentage of those adjudications reached by jury 
verdict. 27 The first point to be IT'ade concerning this table is the substantial 
range among the courts in jury trial usage.28 The highest trial utilization-19 

percent of felony adjudicatiofl'5 in Newark-is almost five times that of the 
smallest. A clear relationship of trial utilization to productivity and processing 
time does not emerge from these data. The three courts with the highest trial 
utilization include the Bronx and Boston-courts characterized by exceedingly 

long upper court disposition times and comparatively low judicial pr.oductivity. 
The Newark court has the highest trial utilization of all 21. Yet it disposes of 
two-and-one-half times as many cases per judge as in the Bronx, 20 percent 
more than in Boston, and does so in one-third the time, 

Outside those three courts there is little relationship between trial utilization 
and either productivity or processing time. These data suggest that excep
tionally high jury trial rates are related both to lower productivity and to 
lengthier processing time, but that the incrememtal differences in trial rates that 
characterize the majority of courts have little effect on either aspect of criminal 
court performance. It should be noted, for 'example, that the courts in Seattle 
and Portland, two of the faster courts examined, obtain more than 10 percent of 
their adjudications by jury trial. This figure may not seem large in an absolute 
sense, but does indicate high trial utilization in comparative terms. 

26Several jurisdictions make extensive use of post indictment (but pretrial) rliversion ofyouthtiJI 
and first offenders, These dispositions were included in the adjudication figure on the theory that 
such cases would in all probability have resulted in reduced-charge guilty pleas in other courts, 

Nolle prosequis, dismissals, remands and the like were not counted in the productivity measure 
because they tend to reflect differences in prollecutorial and lower court screening practi ces rather 
than general jurisdiction court productivity. FUlthermore, a guilty plea or trial verdict tencls to have 
a fairly uniform meaning from court to court (not the case with dismissals and nolle pMsses) and 
usually requires substantially more court resoun:es than cases that exit the system without a formal 
adjudication of guilt or innocence. 
27Th is figure was based on case samples in all jurisdictions but one, Jury verdicts were utilized as 
the primary measure of jury trial utilization bl\cause of the difficulty in applying a uniform 
definition to all courts as to whether a jury trial commenced in a case. 
28 As might be expected, a court's trial utilization and the proportion of serious cases are related. 
This relationship is not especially strong, however, and by no means explains all the variance 
among the courts on jury trial utilization. Not counting Bronx and Boston, the correlation between 
percent of serious crime and trial utilization is .44. When these two courts are included in the 
analysis, r = .64, a jump attributable in part to the unusually high percentage of serious crimes in 
the Bronx (twice the proportion of any othel city) with an accompanying high trial utilization index. 
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We could not rank the five courts in terms of judicial participation in pica 
bargaining, an endeavor that is analogous to the civil rankings indicated on 
Table 3.7. The practices of individual judges on the same court differ so 
extensively that any such ranking would be arbitrary. 

Calendaring System 
A perennial dispute in judicial administration concerns the relative merits of 

two different approaches to the organization of case processing within a court. 29 

On one side stand adherents to the individual calendar system. In "pure" 
individual calendar courts, cases are randomly assigned to judges at filing and, 

absent reassignment, remain with the judge until terminated in trial or settle
ment. Each judge has responsibility for his own caseload and functions almost 
as an autonomous court. This system is said to encourage judicial familiarity 
with the cases and a sense of responsibility for "moving the calendar." The 
alternative system, the master calendar, exists in a number of variants; they 
have in common an allocation of judges to different functions, such as motions, 
conferences, and trials, rather than to cases. As cases require judicial action 
they are assigned to an available judge. The system is said to increase efficien
cy, promote expertise by division of labor on the bench, and allow flexibility in 
the allocation of judicial resources. 

Table 3.9 divides the 21 courts according to whether they utilize an 
individual calendar system or some variant of the master calendar system for 
allocation of their civil cases. The differences in civil case disposition times 
between the two systems is striking: the mean tort disposition time of individual 
calendar courts is over 200 days faster than the mean of the master calendar 
courts. When all the courts are ranked according to the civil time measures, the 
fastest third of the courts consists of six individual calendar courts and one 
master calendar court, the slowest third consists of seven master calendar courts 
and no individual calendar courts. An indication of higher productivity on 
individual calendar courts is also suggested by Table 3.9, although the data are 
less conclusive because civil case productivity measures cannot be computed in 
four of the eight individual calendar courts. 

The data relating civil case processing to calendaring system are relatively 
unambiguous: individual calendar courts tend to be both speedier and more 

29For a discussipn of the various arguments for and against the two calendaring systems, see M. 
Solomon, CaseflolV Management ill the Trial Court (Chicago: American Bar Association, Com
mission on Standards of Judicial Administration, 1973); California JUdicial Council, Master· 
l/ldividual·Calelldar Study. prepared by John Fall and Associates (San Francisco: California 
Judicial Council, 1974). 



Portland, Or. 
Seattle, Wa. 
St. Paul, Mn. 
Oakland, Ca. 
Minneapolis, Mn. 

Philadelphia, Pa. 
San Diego, Ca. 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Houston, Tx. 
Newark, N.J. 

Detroit, Mi. 
Bronx County, N.Y. 
'Boston, Ma. 

Mean 

No. of Courts 

TABLE 3.9 
Court Calendaring Systems - Civil 

MASTER CALENDAR COURTSa 

Tort Trial List 
Disposition Disposition 

Time Time 

310 * 
385 412 
* 440 

421 569 
* 710 

* 713 
574 608 
58!. 727 
594 * 
654 * 
788 904 
* 980 

811 * 
-----

569 674 

9 9 

Judicial b 
Productivity 

* 
* 
* 

201 
* 
* 

147 
162 
420 
339 

354 
* 
* 

271 

6 

New Orleans, La. 
Ft. Lauderdale, Fl. 
Phoenix, Az. 
Dallas, Tx. 
Miami,FI. 

Cleveland,Oh. 
Atlanta, Ga. 

• Pr:miac, Mi. 

Mean 

No. of Courts 

*Data unavailable or not applicable. 

INDIVIDUAL CALENDAR COURTS 
Tort Trial List 

Disposition Disposition 
Time Time 

288 357 
298 368 
308 416 
322 * 
331 408 

384 * 
402 * 
555 * 

-----
361 387 

8 4 

Judicial 
productivityb 

* 
275 
248 
338 
477 

* 
* 
* 

335 

4 

8COUrts were included in this category if they used the master calendar or any ofits varients. The distinguishing charncteristic rorour purposes was whether or not cases were 
permanently assigned to the same judge from filing to disposition. If not, the court was considered to be a master calendar court. 

bTort cases disposed per civil judge in 1976. • 
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productive than master calendar courts. Analogous data on criminal case 
processing are less clear. Table 3. 10 indicates upper court disposition time and 
criminal case productivity measures for the master and individual courts 
examined. Eight of the ten fastest courts utilize the master calendar; so do the 
two pathologically delayed courts. The individual calendar courts in Atlanta 
and New Orleans are very speedy; the two Texas individual calendar courts are 
relatively slow. 

TABLE 3.10 
Court Calendaling Systems - Criminal 

MASTER CALENDAR COURTSa 

Upper Court 
Disposition Judicial b 

Time Productivity 

Wayne County, Mi. 33 * 
San Diego, Ca. 45 396 
Portland, Or. 51 * 
Seattle, Wa. 56 * 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 58 354 
Oakland, Ca. 58 198 
Minneapolis, Mn. 60 248 
St. Paul, Mn. 69 * 
Philadelphia, Pa. 119 249 
Boston, Ma. 281 * 
Bmnx County, N. Y. 328 III 

----
Mean-all courts 105 259 
No. of Courts Il 6 

Mean-without 
the Bronx, Boston 61 289 

No. of Courts 9 5 

-Data unavailable or not applicable. 

INDIVIDUAL CALENDAR COURTS 
Upper Court 
Disposition Judicial b 

Time Productivity 

Atlanta, Ga. 45 * 
New Orleans, La. 50 * 
Cleveland,Oh. 71 * 
Pontiac, Mi. 78 * 
Miami,FI. 81 751 
Phoenix, Az. 98 378 
Ft. Lauderdale, Fl. 99 389 
Houston, Tx. 99 * 
Daliax, Tx. 102 * 

80 506 
9 3 

a'ncludes all cOUrts on master or hybrid system where a single judge is not responsible for cases from filing to 
disposition. 

bFelony adjudications percriminaljudge in 1976. 

Average upper court disposition times are indicated on the table for the two 
calendaring systems. The substantial effect of Bronx County and Boston 
figures on the mean of the master calendar courts is apparent: when the two 
courts are included in the analysis, master calendar courts as a class are 
somewhat slower than individual calendar courts; when the courts are 
excluded, master calendar courts are marginally faster. The criminal case 
productivity measures are not present for a substantial number of individual 

J 
.I 
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calendar courts, but do suggest-as on the civil side-that individual calendar 
courts make more productive use of judgepower than do master calendar 
courts. 30 

These data are inconclusive. At most they indicate that for criminal case 
processing neither master nor individual courts have a monopoly on speed, 
delay, or productivity. 

Case Management 
Probably the greatest observable difference between civil and criminal case 

processing in the courts examined is found in the area of case management. In 
the courts where the civil process was observed most closely, management of 
civil case progress is seldom exercised; attorneys control the pretrial pace of 
civil litigation. Nearly every court visited, however, controls the pace of 
criminal litigation to a considerable degree. The prosecuting attorney may have 
formal responsibility for bringing criminal cases to trial. This responsibility 
often translates into a substantial prosecutorial role in case scheduling. We 
observed no court, however, that gives the parties to a criminal action the same 
control over case progress that civil litigants enjoy. 

Civil Case Management. The philosophy of court control of the pretrial pace 
of civil litigation is relatively new. Only in the past decade have a number of 
judges, court administrators, and professional observers begun to urge active 
court management of pending civil litigation rather than the pure umpire's 
position implied by a strict concept of the adversary system.31 The philosophy 
of case management encourages the judge to "intervene in civil litigation and 
take an appropriately active part in its management from the beginning. "32 The 
procedural devices utilized to achieve these ends vary, ranging from the use of 
pretrial orders to status conferences, pretrial conferences, and a "tight" 
continuance policy. The overall objective is the same: the assumption of court 
responsibility for both the pace and the substantive progress of the pretrial stage 
of civil litigation . 33 

3°Productivity measures are not included for the two Texas courts because their aggregate 
statistics are based on single count indictments and thus tend to distort the productivity measures for 
comparative purposes. Even allowing for this distortion, however, their data (and our subjective 
observations) suggest that these two courts dispose of a very large volume of cases with a 
comparatively small number of judges. Were comparable productivity data available for the Texas 
courts, it would in all probability augment the productivity mean of individual calendar courts. 

3lSee, e.g., M. Frankel, "The Adversary Judge." Texas Law Review 54 (1976): 465-468. 
32W. Schwarzer, "Managing Civil Litigation: The Trial Judge's Role," Judicature 61 (1978): 

402, 
33For a review of various case management techniques, see Solomon, Caseflow Matll!gement in 

the Trial Court; Flanders, Case Mallagement; Schwarzer, "Managing Civil Litigation." 
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Civil case management is most in evidence in the federal courts and its effect 
there on the pace of litigation is pronounced.·14 There is no easy litmus test for 
the presence of an operating case management system because its existence 
depends upon actual practice rather than fornlal policies or procedures. Dis
cussion is t,herefore confined to those five courts examined intensively. Of 
these five, only the Miami court maintains substantial judicial controls on the 
pretrial period. Elsewhere the pace of litigation is left almost entirely in the 
hands of the attorneys. In the Bronx and Minnespolis a case is not even filed 
with the court until it is certified by counsel to be trial ready. In the other courts, 

. including Miami, the period from filing to attorney stipulation of readiness is 
seldom subject to any court control. .15 

When cases approach the trial date, several of the courts are more active. 
Pretrial orders specifying witness lists, issues to be raised at trial, and a deadline 
for any uncompleted discovery are required by most judges in both the Miami 
and Phoenix courts, although the degree of enforcement of these orders varies 
from judge to judge. The firmness by which judges hold counsel to scheduled 
trial and other appearance dates also varies considerably among the five courts. 
Only in Miami does it appear that attorneys expect a trial actually to begin on 
the first scheduled trial date. By contrast, the artful use of stipulated continu
ances, allegations of scheduling conflicts, and refusal to file (or readiness to 
withdraw) a trial readiness document allow a skilled attorney in the Bronx, 
Minneapolis, Phoenix, or Detroit to control the speed at which his cases come 
to trial-at least in the negative sense of insuring that the start of trial is not 
compelled before it is convenient to try the case. 

One indication of court control of this Lal period of case progress is the 
relationship between scheduled and actual trial dates. Table 3.11 illustrates the 
loose manner in which many state trial courts control the trial date. The table 
indicates the median time from first scheduled trial date to actual commence
ment of jury trials. It also shows the percent of jury trials commencing on the 
date scheduled, and the percent beginning within one and two weeks of the date 
scheduled. 

Few of the state courts examined in this study seem able to forge a tight 
relationship between scheduled and actual trial dates. An instructive 
comparison can be made with six federal district courts studied in a recent 

~4See Flanders, Case MWlllgemelll, pp. 17-41. 
.1STherc are limited exceptions. The Phoenix court. for example. dismisses all cases on file for one 

ycar without a certificate of readiness. Some judges in Miami set a case fortrial on their own motion 
if they feel it has grown inappropriately old. 
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TABLE 3.11 
Trial Scheduling - Civil 

Median Days Median Days Median Days Percelllt Trials Begun 
Filing to Filing to First Scheduled In In 

Trial First Scheduled Trial Date to On Day 7 14 
Commenced Trial Date Trial Begun Scheduled Days Days 

Miami,FI. 412 301 36 6% 31% 42% 
St. Paul,Mn. 437a 387a 28 20% 35% 35% 
Ft. Lauderdale, FI. 458 403 2 24% 55% 59% 
Phoenix, Az. 607 330 202 3% 8% 8% 
Minneapolis, Mn. 734a 542a 15 34% 39% 44% 
Houston, Tx. 840 388 294 1% 6% 6% 
San Diego, Ca. 846 721 30 4% 22% 32% 

Note: Cases included in the figures on this table are those in which jury verdicts were rendered. 

~ime periods are from service. not filing. 

TABLE 3.12 
Federal Court Trial Scheduling 

Median Days Percent 
Federal Median Days First Scheduled Trials Begun 
District Filing to Trial Date to on Day 
Court Trial Commenced TrialB~Jn Scheduled 

Florida - Southern 254 17 21% 
California- Central 476 1 50% 
Maryland 557 80 19% 
Louisiana - Eastern 444 0 51% 
Pennsylvania - Eastern 870 6(n=17) 35% 
Massachusetts 997 0 61% 

Source: S. Flanders, Case Management and COlin Management In the Ullited Stales Districl COUrts (Washing
ton, D.C.: Federal Judicial Center, 1978) Tabl~ 20, p. 34. 

Note: Cases described in this table are those in which a civil jury or nonjury trial commenced, 

report by the Federal Judicial CenteJr, Data on these courts are set out in Table 
3.12, Both the median time from scheduled to actual trial dates and the 
proportion of cases commencing trial as scheduled differ considerably between 
these federal courts and the state courts in Table 3.11. Even in those federal 
courts that have relatively long times to commencement of trial, the ftrst 
scheduled trial date is more ftrm than in the state courts. Broad generalizations 
are not possible concerning the overall continuance practices of federal as 
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opposed to state courts. But in those st.:lte courts for which there are data, it is clear 
that control seldom is exercised over the date upon which trials commence. 

These data on continuance practices, together with the previous di.scussion of 
case management, should make clear that differences in civil case processing 
speed cannot be explained by differences in judicial control of case progress. 
The point is not that such controls are necessarily unrelated to the pace of civil 
litigation but rather that most state trial courts exercise so little control that the 
cause of the significant differences in processing speed must lie elsewhere. 

CriminaL Case Management. Criminal cases typically are managed to a 
much greater degree than civil cases. Of the five courts examined in detail, the 
fastest median upper court disposition time (SO days) is obtained in New 
Orleans. The Orleans Parish Criminal District Court is an individual calendar 
court with 10 judges. The prosecuting attorney for Orleans Parish stresses case 
management and delay reduction to a considerable degree and employs an 
extensive data-processing system to further these efforts. Office policy advo
cates moving cases from arraignment to trial in 60 days, a standard thalt the data 
indicate is met in 55 percent of the cases. While it is clear that a majornty of the 
individual judges share the prosecutor's concern for expeditious disposition of 
criminal cases, most of the attorneys and other court observers interviewed 
credited the prosecutor's case management policies and practices with the par
ticularly rapid pace of the criminal litigation in New Orleans. The prosecutor 
has legal control of the crimnnal calendar in Louisiana; in a majority of 
courtrooms in New orleans that control is exercised to a considerable degree. 
Those judges who exhibit extensive independent control of their calendar tend 
to be particularly interested in case management and thus their effOits com
plement those of the prosecuting attorney. In most of the courtrooms a rela
tively firm trial date is set at arraignment, with cases commencing trial on or 
very near that date unless disposed of earlier by gUilty plea or dismissal. 

The Court of Common Pleas in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, disposes of the 
median felony in 58 days from filing-about a week longer than in New 
Orleans. Only eight percent of the cases exceed 150 days upper court time, 
however, a little more than half New Orleans' proportion. The Pittsburgh court 
is comparatively large, with more than twice the number of felony filings. In 
order to meet the 180-day limit from arrest to trial mandated by the state 
supreme court, the Court of Common Pleas institutes strong controls from the 
beginning: as in New Orleans, a case is set for trial at first appearance in the 
general jurisdiction court. While postponements occur with some frequency, 
they u:..ua\ly are of limited duration, and only in exceptional circumstances is a 
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case allowed to exceed the 180-day limit. J6 All cases are tracked on a computer 
system that clearly indicates the relevant 180-day limit. Attorneys and judges 
reported that uncertainty regarding appellate court rulings causes the court to 
attempt to process all felony cases within 180 days, even if a waiver is obtained 
from the defendant. In Pittsburgh, the case controls are maintained primarily by 
the court rather than the prosecutor. The prosecuting attorney, however, is 
obviously not interested in losi!'!:; cases because of a speedy-trial dismissal and 
much of the effort to speed disposition is cooperative. 

Median upper court disposition time in Miami places it in about the middle of 
the 21 courts examined. The court operates on an individual calendar system 
with considerable uniforniity apparent among the judges. This similarity in 
procedure may be due in part to the extensive court use of a central computer for 
scheduling and monitoring criminal cases. Again, trial dates are set at the 
arraignment in the general jurisdiction court. Interview reports indicate that 
these dates usually can be continued once each by defense and prosecution. The 
judges appear to be very much in control of their calendars, however, and most 
of the attorneys interviewed indicated that it is difficult for either defense or 
prosecution to obtain more than one continuance. 

Florida courts operate under a 180-day rule similar to that in Pennsylvania. 
Median time from arrest to disposition in Miami was 106 days in 1976, 
considerably less than the 180-day standard and virtually the same as in 
Pittsburgh. The proportion of cases exceeding the ISO-day limit, however, is 
two-and-one-half times higher: 22 percent in Miami as opposed to 9 percent in 
Pittsburgh.37 This difference may reflect in part the somewhat looser controls 
exercised in Miami: several judges in the court indicated in interviews that they 
are more concerned about the size of their pending caseload than its age,38 and 
the impact of exceeding the 180-day limit is generally believed to be 
inconsequential so long as the defense requests a continuance.~9 

The Superior Court in Newark. New Jersey, is one of the slower courts 
examined in this study, with a median total court disposition time of 209 days
a figure exceeded only in Boston and the Bronx-and median upper court 

.160ur data indicate that eight percent of the '976 dispositions exceeded 180 days from arrest to 
disposition. See Table 3.2. 

nSeeTable 2.6 . 

.1HThese judges feel it is the state's attorney's responsibility to meet the ISO-day limit and not the 
court's . 

. 19There is considerable diversity of {)pinion among the judges as to the legal implications of a 
defense-requested continuance. Several judges believe such a postponement permanently waives 
any speedy trial deadline in the case. Others asserted that after a defense continuance, the only 
requirement was to get a case to trial within "a reasonable time." 
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disposition time of 99 days. Analysis of felony processing in Newark is 
complicated by the presence of a special program for dealing with "high 
impact" crime. Roughly half the judges on the court are assigned to this 
program, which operates on a master calendar. The remaining judges utilize the 

individual calendar system. 
While generalization is difficult. interviews with Newark judges and 

attorneys indicate that judicial control of case movement is significantly more 
lax in Newark than in the three courts described above. The master calendar 

division is presided over by a judge who is particularly concerned with case 
management and case movement. but as a whole the court appears to leave 
calendar movement primarily to the prosecuting attorney's office. And unlike 
the situation in New Orleans, delay reduction and case management do not 
appear to be elements of concern in that office. Neither the court nor the 
prosecuting attorney appears to have any specific definition of proper felony 
processing time, a distinct difference from the three courts discussed above. 

Trial-setting practices differ among the judges, but a common element per
ceived by almost all those interviewed is a rather relaxed court attitude toward 
postponements, particularly among judges on the individual calendar system.40 

Control of criminal case progress is exercised to some degree by selected 
indh idual calendar judges and by the presiding judge of the master calendar 
division. In general, however, the Newark court manages criminal cases less 
than the courts discussed previously. 

The median felony case in the Bronx requires almost a year from filing in the 
general jurisdiction court to disposition. Felony case processing in Bronx 
County is characterized by an almost complete absence of judicial controls for 
at least the first 8 to 12 months. The court forces a case to trial only when a 
defendant has been incarcerated for a year or when a case involving a defendant 
on pretrial release is pending more than !8 months. Cases that have not 
exceeded these limits are scheduled for court appearances on a regular basis, 
but these appearances simply provide judge and counsel an opportunity to 

discuss whether a plea bargain might be worked out in the case. Little judicial 
pressure to commence a trial occurs until a case exceeds the previously 
discussed time limits of 12 to 18 months. At this point the case is transferred to a 
special courtroom and a trial is begun in fairly rapid order unless a plea bargain 
is concluded in the interim. 

4()When asked about continuance practices. a common response of judges in Newark was that 
they had "plenty of cases awaiting trial" and thus felt little need to push a case to trial :f counsel 
wanted a postponement. 

i 
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St. Paul, Mn. 
San Diego, Ca. 
Minneapolis, Mn. 
Seattle, Wa. 
Miami,FI. 
Oakland. Ca. 
Houston, Tx. 
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TABLE 3.13 
Trial Scheduling - Criminal 

Median Days 
Filing to 

Jury Trial 
Commenced 

69 
67 
76 
84 
84 
89 

160 

Median Days Median Days Percent Trials Begun 
Filing to First Scheduled In In 

First Scheduled Trial Date to On Day 7 14 
Trial Date Trial Begun Scheduled Days Days 

61 7 9% 56% 65% 
63 2 26% 68% 74% 
59 8 12% 47% 53% 
70 7 16% 54% 63% 
49 16 5% 27% 41% 
49 36 10% 24% 38% 

100 2 42% 53o/c 53% 

Note: Cases described in this table are those in which a trial began that ended in ajury verdict. All medians based 
on at least 20 cases. 

Each of these five courts institutes judicial controls at some point in case 
progress. In the fastest courts, this control is established at filing with a routine 
process for setting an early, and relatively firm, trial date. The slower courts 
exercise relatively little early control and do not push cases to disposition until 
much later. 

As implied in the preceding discussion, the scheduling of trial is a major 
judicial control of criminal case movement in the five courts examined in depth. 
Although upwards of 90 percent of criminal cases are disposed by nontrial 
means, most practitioners interviewed asserted that the imminence of trial 
produces many of those dispositions. Table 3.13 shows trial setting and 
continuance practices for criminal cases in those courts for which there are 
relevant data. A cursory comparison of these data with the figures on Table 
3.1 I provides a graphic illustration of the previous assertion that state trial 
courts control the trial dates in criminal cases to a much greater degree than in 
their civil cases. Both the median days from first scheduled trial date to 
commencement of trial and the percent of cases in which trial commences on or 
near the date schl!duled contrast sharply with analogous civil data. For 
example, an average of 55 percent of the criminal cases in ali courts commence 
trial within two weeks of the first scheduled date. The analogous figure for civil 

cases is 32 percent. 
As with civil trial scheduling, there is no obvious relationship between the 

firmness of trial date, as indicated by the percent of cases in which trial 
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comm~nces within a week of the first scheduled date, and overall time to jury 
trial. When the length of time from filing to first scheduled trial date is taken 
into consideration, however, a relationship emerges: the shortest time to jury 
trial is found in those courts with a comparatively brief period from filing to first 
scheduled trial and a high proportion of cases commencing trial on or near that 
date. The converse is true for those courts with lengthy times to jury trial.41 

Our analysis of criminal case management in five courts, together with the 
preceding analysis of trial-setting practices, suggests that there is a rough 
correspondence between the strength of control over criminal case movement, 
how early it exercised, and upper court disposition time. This control can be 
exercised either by the court or the prosecuting attorney. In the courts:.':{
ami ned, the efforts generally involved considerable cooperation between court 

and prosecutor. Criminal cases in the faster COUtts follow a fairly standardized 
track with an expectation of early disposition by all concerned; defense attor
neys and prosecutors who cannot work out a negotiated settlement fully expect 
to proceed to trial in short order. Alternatively, in the slower courts there is no 
real threat of an early trial in most cases. No routine pattern exists to carry a case 
either to trial or nontrial disposition in a timely fashion. Dispositions in these 
courts simply do not occur until considerably more time has passed. 

Charging Process 
The process by which defendants are charged with felonies is a commonly 

alleged cause of delay in the criminal justice system. Project data support the 
assertion that the grand jury system consumes more time than a charging 
process based upon prosecutorial filing of an information. Table 3.14 indicates 
lower court time (median days from arrest to filing charges in the general 
jurisdiction courl') and total court disposition time for courts operating with 
information- and indictment-based charging processes. These data confirm 
findings of previous research: information-based systems are faster, measured 
both in terms of total court time and amount of time consumed from arrest to 
filing in the general jurisdiction court.42 

41The coefficient of determination is .98. This measure is analogous to r when more than one 
variable (in this case median time to first scheduled trial date end percent of cases commencing trial 
within one week of first scheduled trial) are being used to predict a third variable (here. median time 
to commencement of jury trial). 

A similar relationship exists for civil cases between median time to first scheduled trial date. 
percent of cases commencing trial within two weeks of that date. and median time to jury trial; r = 
.89. See Table 3.11. 

42For n:levant literature on the issue. see Navarro and Taylor. "Data Analysis and Simulation," 
p. 206; Notre Dame University, Systems Study ill Court Delay, Mimeographed. 4 vols. (Spring-
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TABLE 3.14 
Charging Process 

INFORMATION-BASED SYSTEMS INDICTMENT-BASED SYSTEMS 
Lower Court Total Court Lower Court 
Disposition Disposition Disposition 

Timea Timeb Time3 

Wayne County, Mi. 21 64 Atlanta, Ga. 23 
New Orleans, La. 12 67 Cleveland,Oh. 28 
San Diego, Ca. 22 71 Dallas, Tx. 37 
Seattle, Wa. 13c 82 Houston. Tx. * 
Pt. Lauderdale. FI. [5 105 Newark, N.J. 79 
Miami, F/. 25 106 Bronx County, N.Y. 24 
Phoenix, Az. 14 114 
Oakland, Ca. 36 116 
St. Paul, Mn. 3 74 
Pontiac, Mi. 34 122 
Philadelphia, Pa. 39c 168 --- ........ --- ---. ----
Mean 21 99 38 
No. of courts II II 5 -_.- -----.- - - -'- .-

*Data unavailable or not applicable. 

fiMedian days from arrest to tiling of formal charges in general jurisdiction coun. 

bMedian days from arrest to disposition in general jurisdiction coun. 

Total Court 
Disposition 

Timl!b 

77 
103 
115 
181 
209 
343 

171 
6 

cDate of arraignment in general jurisdiction coun used instead of date of filing of formal charges. 

Speedy Trial Standards 
Probably the most common solution invoked by appellate courts and legisla

tures to the problem of delay in criminal cases is imposition of speedy-trial 
standards.43 Every court examined is at least nominally governed by specific 
speedy-trial provisions except the courts in Newark44 and Portland,45 Although 
the speedy-trial provisions of the remaining 19 courts are phrased in different 
ways, the provisions governing 10 of the courts place a limit in days on the 
amount of time that can be consumed in a felony case from arrest to commence
ment of trial. Although there are some differences among these provisions in 

Held. Va.: National Technical Information Service, 1972), Vol. I, p. 13. Compare National 
Advisory Commission, Courts, p. 75. 

43Por a review of state speedy trial statutes and a limited bibliography on the subject, see Fort et 
al.. Speedy Trial: A Selected Bibliography and Comparative Allalysis of State Speedy Trial 
Prol'isiolls(Kansas City: Midwest Research Institute, 1978). 

44New Jersey has no speedy trial provision. Ibid .. Figun: 3, p. 150. 
450regon statutes only require trial to commence within a "reasonable period of time." Ibid .• 

not~ 32, p. 163. 
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New Orleans, La. 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Cleveland, Oh. 
Ft. Lauderdale, FI. 
Miami,FI. 
Phoenix, Az. 
Dallas, Tx. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
Houston, Tx. 
Bronx County, N.Y. 

--- _.- '-~---'--

TABLE 3.15 
Speedy Trial Standards 

Median Time Median Time 
Arrest to Arrest to 

Trial 
Arrest to 

Trial Dispvsition 
All Cases Jury Trials Time Limita 
(in days) (in days) (in days) 

67 91 730c 

103 134 180 
103 113

d 
270 

105 166 180 
106 * 180 
114 * 150 
115 * 120 
168 171 d 180 
181 * 120 
343 476 180 

Percent 
of Cases 

Exceeding 
Speedy Trial 
Time Limitb 

1% 
9% 

14% 
16% 
22% 
28% 
46% 
38% 
63% 
75% 

Note: Only those courts with overall arrest to trial limits for felonies, phrased in a specific number of days. are 
included. 

aData on these limits were obtained from B. Fort et aJ .• Speedy Trial (Kansas City: Midwest Research Institute. 
1978). 

bpercentof cuses in which disposition date (date of plea. dismissal. verdict) exceeded speedy trial standard. This 
figure is somewhat higher than the actual figure since the date of verdict, rather than the commencement of trial 
was used in the trial cases. 

cFor noncapital cases. Limit for capital cases is 1095 days (3 years). 

dTime calculated to verdict. not start of trial. 

the treatment of defense requests for continuances and other matters relating to 
"excludable time," most are modeled after the speedy-trial standards of the 
American Bar Association.46 The provisions thus differ primarily on numher of 
days they specify from arrest to trial for felony cases. 

Table 3. 15 provides a rough test of the relationship of these time limits to 
'total court disposition time and to time from arrest to jury trial. In addition, the 
last column on the table indicates the percent of cases in the sample that 
exceeded the jurisdiction's speedy-trial standard, independent of any consider
ations of excludable time and defendant waivers. At the very least, the table 
indicates that the pace of criminal litigation is not linked in any direct way to the 
duration of a court's speedy-trial standard. The percent of cases that are 
disposed after the speedy-trial limit further suggests the flexibility and lack of 
operational effect of many such rules. Given the number of cases that are 

461bid .• Figure 2-6, pp. 148-166. 
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apparently excluded from the speedy-trial requirements for one reason or 
another in many courts, it is not surprising that the times specified in these 
standards show so little relationship to actual disposition times. 

It is important not to misconstrue the preceding discussion. That there is 1i~:.le 
relationship between the number of days in a court's speedy-trial provision and 
its fdony processing time does not necessarily mean that speedy-trial provi
sions are without effect. Intensive examination of criminal case processing in 
five courts revealed at least one court-the Court of Common Pleas in Pitts
burgh-in which a court-mandated speedy-trial provision was asserted by all 
those interviewed to have a significant impact on criminal case processing time. 
The major reason for this impact appears to be fear or a strict interpretation of the 
rule by the state supreme court. In particular, defendant waivers of the speedy
trial limit are carefully evaluated and sometimes overturned. The Florida 
speedy-trial provision is also prominent among the concerns of Miami judges 
and attorneys, although the data indicate that its time limit is exceeded in a 
substantial number of cases. While Louisiana's speedy-trial limit is uniquely 
generous, the local prosecutor imposed a time limit of his own that is consider
ably more restrictive. In contrast, the two slowest cities either lack a legal limit 
for criminal case processing time (Newark) or have a state provision with little 
operational effect (the Bronx). 

It appears that a speedy-trial rule-regardless of the time limits specified
need not affect criminal case disposition time at all. But a rule or standard with 
"teeth," one that carries operational consequences if violated and that cannot 
be easily waived by the defense, may indeed affect the disposition of criminal 

cases. 

Summary 
This chapter has addressed one broad question: "What formal aspects of 

court structure, caseload, and procedures characterize faster, as opposed to 
slower, trial courts?" Our assessment of the major arguments advanced by 
scholars and practitioners suggests that much of the conventional wisdom con
cerning trial court delay is in need of revision. In particular, caseload per judge 
and the proportion of cases requiring jury trial, two key elements of the tra
ditional model of court delay, have no relationship to the pace of either civil or 
criminal cases in the 21 courts we examined. Since delay-reduction efforts in 
many courts involve attempts to alter judicial case load (by adding judges or 
diverting cases out of the court) or to change the trial rate (through settlement 

programs), these findings are significant. 
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The one characteristic clearly related to a slow pace of disposition is backlog, 
defined as the ratio of pending cases to annual tenninations. The calendaring 
system is strongly related to disposition time on the civil side, but not the 
criminal. Strong case management practices characterize the courts with faster 
criminal processes, but not necessarily those with faster movement of civil 
cases. Also related to a speedy criminal process is avoidance of the grand jury 
indictment in routine criminal cases and presence of a speedy-trial rule with 
stringent waiver requirements. The following chapter integrates these findings 
with additional interview and observational data in order to suggest a general 
theory of the detenninants of the pace of civil and criminal court litigation. 
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4.ATHEORY 
OF COURT DELAY 

M any commonly believed causes of court delay, for the reasons set forth 
in the preceding chapter, explain little of the considerable variation 

among state trial courts in case processing times. The positive relationship 
observed between the backlog index and processing time, however, does 
support one theory central to much of the conventional wisdom of both civil and 
criminal court delay. According to this theory, court system delay is caused by, 
if not defined in terms of, an inherited backlog of pending cases. The disposi
tional process is conceptualized as a line of cases awaiting trial; the longer the 
line, the greater the resulting delay. 1 The problem with this backlog-causes
delay model is that it is largely tautological: a court in which the median civil 
case is disposed of in three years, for example, will necessarily have approxi
mately three years of filed cases pending at anyone time if filings and 
terminations stay fairly constant. 

The process by which civil and criminal cases are disposed bears little 
resemblance to a line of inert cases awaiting COlurt processing. Most cases are 
disposed of primarily by lawyers, not judges and juries. Furthermore, case 
activity by attorneys-discovery, motions, and trial preparation-takes place 
throughout the period from filing to disposWon. Both civil and criminal 
attorneys suggested that this activity continues up to the moment of trial. 

A more instructive analogy is to compare thf: operatioQ of two hypothetical 
automobile factories. In one factory, a car moves from barren frame to finished 
automobile in one day. A second factory has a longer, perhaps less efficient, 
production process and requires two days to produce a car. If both factories 
complete an equivalent number of cars daily, the second will necessarily have 
twice the number of uncompleted autos in its inventory. Yet it obviously makes 
little sense to term this inventory the cause of the longer production process. 
The appropriate concem is the question, "What is it about production in the 
second factory that requires twice as much time as the first?" 

IThe most prominent spokesman for this position is Hans Zeisel. See his' 'Court Delay Caused by 
the Bar?" American Bar Association lournal54 (I 968): 886; see also Zeisel, Kalven and Bucholz, 
Delay in the Court (Boston: Little, Brown and Co., 1959), chs. 3, 4. 
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The relevance of this analogy to the current study can be seen by comparing 
civil case processing in two state trial courts: Dallas County District Courts 
(Dallas, Texas) and Wayne County Circuit Court (Detroit, Michigan). The 
Dallas court disposes of the median tort cases in 322 days; the median tort case 
in Detroit requires 788 days from filing to disposition. Both courts have similar 

judicial productivity (338 tort cases per judge per year in Dallas; 354 tort cases 
per judge per year in Detroit). Both courts have traditionally disposed of 
roughly the same number of cases as are filed in each year. But the Detroit 
court's backlog index of 2.3 indicates that pending cases number more than 
twice yearly terminations, while in Dallas the pending case inventory is equal to 
yearly terminations (a backlog index of 1.0). Th~ conventional wisdom would 
attribute the different disposition times to this difference in backlog. But while 
courts are not automobile factories, our previous analogy suggests that the 
causality may be reversed in.this formulation. The process by which attorneys, 
litigants, and judges interact to resolve civil disputes m~\y simply consume 
twice as much time in Detroit as it does in Dallas. A relatively large backlog of 
civil or criminal cases may be a result of a lengthy dispositional process, rather 
than its cause. 

It is our conclusion that the speed of disposition of civil and criminal 
litigation in a court cannot be ascribed in any simple sense to the length of its 
backlog, any more than it can be explained by court size, caseload, or trial rate. 
Rather. both quantitative and qualitative data generated in this research 
strongly suggest that both speed and backlog are determined in large part by 
established expectations, practices, and informal rules of behavior of judges 
and attorneys. For want of a better term, we have called this cluster of related 
factors the "local legal culture." Court systems become adapted to a given 
pace of civil and criminal litigation. That pace has a court backlog of pending 
cases associated with it. It also has an accompanying backlog of open files in 
attorneys' offices. These expectations and practices, together with court and 
attorney backlog, must be overcome in any successful attempt to increase the 
pace of litigation. Thus most structural and caseload variables fail to explain 
interjurisdictional differences in the pace of litigation. In addition, we can 
begin to understand the extraordinary resistance of court delay to remedies 
based on court resources or procedures. 2 

2See M. Fleming, "The Laws' Delay: The Dragon Slain Friday Breathes Fire Again Monday," 
Public Interest 32 (1973): 13-33. 
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Delay in Civil Cases 
Although the relationship oflegal culture to civil case processing time cannot 

be tested as directly as the impact of more formal aspects of court structure and 
process, there is support for this informal model of court delay in both quantita
tive and qualitative data. Perhaps the most persuasive evidence for the impor
tance of local legal culture to the pace of civil litigation COmes from comparing 
disposition times of state and federal trial courts in the same cities. If legal 
culture strongly influences the overall speed of civil disputes in a state trial 
court, there should be considerable spillover to other courts in the same 
geographical location. In particular, we would expect slower federal courts to 
be in cities where 'the state courts are slow, faster federal courts in cities where 
state courts are relatively fast. 

Table 4. I I depicts median disposition time for tort cases in state courts and 
the median time to disposition for all civil cases in the federal court in the same 
locale. It also sets out federal and state court time-to-trial measures. There is a 
striking relationship between the scales: the correlation3 between median dispo
sition time for all civil cases in federal court and median tort time in state court 
is .60. Time-to-jury trial in the two courts also tracks, although the relationship 
is less strong: the correlation coefficient is .49. Given the considerable differ
ence between state and federal courts in nearly all aspects of caseload, struc
ture, and procedures, this relationship in processing times provides strong 
support for the existence of a local legal culture that affects the pace of civil 
litigation in both the state and federal courts of a community. 

This theory of the pace of civil litigation is reinforced by interview data. The 
most instructive comparison in this context is between the state trial court in 
Miami, one of the fastest of the 21 courts, and the analogous court in Detroit, 
one of the slowest.4 Attorneys in Miami repeatedly described their system as 
geared to speedy disposition of cases. In the words of one attorney: 

We're accustomed to speed. A culture has developed here as to how cases should 
move .... We're all just tuned in to moving cases along. 

Another: 
We have a rather fast track down here in terms of the trial bar in general. Par the 
most part, lawyers who try cases for a living want to, and know how to, move 
cases. 

'For an explanation of the meaning of the correlation coefficient, see footnote I, Chapter 2. 
4The median tort disposition time in Detroit is 788 days; in Miami, 331 days. Detroit median time 

to jury trial is 1231 days; in Miami the figure is 412 days, See Table 2.1. 
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TABLE 4.1 
State and Federal Court Disposition Times 

CIVIL DISPOSITION TIME TIME TO TRIAL 
(in days) (in days) 

City State Courta Federal Courtb State CourtC Federal Courtd 

New Orleans, La. 288 305 * 549 
Ft. Lauderdale, Fl. 298 122 458 305 
Phoenix, Az. 308 244 607 702 
Portland, Or. 310 274 464 518 
Dallas, Tx. 322 305 * 488 

Miami,FI. 331 122 412 305 
Cleveland,Oh. 384 214 660 365 
Seattle, Wa. 385 305 476 671 
St. Paul,Mn. * 336 437 732 
Atlanta, Ga. 402 274 628 488 

Oakland, Ca. 421 274 * 549 
Minneapolis, Mn. * 336 734 732 
Philadelphia, Pa. * 305 716 488 
Pontiac, Mi. 555 274 804 671 
San Diego, Ca. 574 274 846 671 

Pittsburgh, Pa. 583 214 906 427 
Houston, Tx. 594 336 840 793 
Newark, N.J. 654 365 680 793 
Detroit, Mi. 788 274 1,231 671 
Bronx County, N.Y. * 336 1,332 915 
Boston, Ma. 811 702 * 732 

r=.60e r='.49 
p=.Ole p==.04 

*Data unavailable or not applicable. 

aMcdian days filing to disposition -tort cases. 

bMcdian days filing to disposition - civil cases. Source: Annllal Report of the Director oJ the Administrative 
Offie of lite UI/iled Slales COllrls-1976 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Offic~, 1976), Table C-S, pp. 
318-321. 

cMedian days from filing to commencement of trial for cases ending in u civil jury verdict. 

dMcdian days from filing to jury or nonjury verdict. From Amlllal Report of the Director. Table C-S, pp. 
318-321. 

cSee Chapter 2, footnote I. for an explanation of r and p. 

As indicated in a previous section, the Miami court is characterized by a 
case-management philosophy in which judges take an active role in monitoring 
and managing individual case progress. These activities were described by both 
judges and attorneys as contributing to the speedy pace of litigation in Miami. 

)' 
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But case management by the court reportedly was overlaid on a system already 
operating expeditiously. In the words of one judge: 

We've always moved fast around here. Noone has ever had any problem getting 
their cases heard. There is no reason why you call' t have a case ready in a year. 
The difference is that in the old days there was little pressure from the court. 

Interviews and observation in Miami depict a court system in which speedy 
disposition is consi~ered the nQrm, where concern with "moving" or' 'getting 
rid of" cases appears to motivate both bench and bar. 

The legal community in Detroit, on the other hand, has very different per
ceptions about the proper pace of civil litigation and the court's role in 
expediting that litigation. As in Miami, attorneys and judges in Detroit see 
considerable continuity in the operation of their system. A sole practitioner in 
general practice asserted: 

I haven't seen real difference in the operation of the court in the last 20 years. 
We've always had a three to four year backlog. 

Another in a larger plaintiff firm: 
We've always had about three to four years to getto trial here. I'm not sure t' ·,.t's 
such a problem. If they cut the docket down I'd be in trouble. My cases aren't 
ripe. 

The latter quotation typifies the level of satisfaction with the ge,leral pace of 
litigation expressed by most Detroit attorneys. When asked whether he felt 
delay to be a problem in the court, one attorney replied: "What do you mean by 
delay'?" Another said he felt the problem was only "relative." A third, a 
partner in a large defense firm, summed up the general attitude of the attorneys 
interviewed: 

The problem of delay in Wayne County Circuit Court is not profound. Delay is 

always a question of degree .... It takes a couple of years to get a case trial 

ready. 

Despite the fact that the median case tried to a jury required three and one
half years from filing to commencement of trial in Detroit in [976, the attorneys 
interviewed simply do not regard court delay as a real problem. Indeed, no less 
than three separate attorneys indicated that, in the words of one, "If the court 
started getting to cases much earlier, we'd have to change when we file our 
cases." During the interview visit to Detroit, the court was in the throes of a 
crash program to reduce the backlog. Reports from both judges and attorneys, 
however, suggest that the cotllt's concern with delay is traditionally sporadic in 
nature, often in response to outside pressure. As one attorney put it, "Crash 
programs seem to come and go every seven or eight years-like the locusts." 
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While the attorneys interviewed had numerous complaints conr,erning the 
operation of the circuit court, most of these grievances were directed not at the 
pace of civil cases but at the uncertainty in the court's trial scheduling proce
dures and the inconvenience and lost time incurred when cases are r:ot p.!ached 
on scheduled trial dates. 

Detroit attorneys also differ from their Miami counterparts in their assess
ment of the proper role of the COllrt in expediting civil litigation. We found little 
support in the bar for case management by the court. A previous chief judge 
who instituted a strict continuance policy was criticized by several lawyers who 
made it clear that attorneys, not judges, know best when a case should be 
pushed and when it should be left alone to "ripen." 

Criminal Court Delay 
The criminal justice system has been the subject of a large body of recent 

behavioral research. In addition to a growing number of general analyses of 
existing criminal court systems,S studie<; have focused on sentencing,c' plea 
bargaining,? bail,H and the consequence::; of various reform efforts.9 Mostofthis 
resea.rch has emphasized the central importance of a "local discretionary 
system" of norms, relationships, and incentives of criminal court partici
P?:1ts.!O Often it was found that these infOimal elements of the criminal justice 
syst.::m had more to do with the actual disposition of cases than did formal 
statutes, rules, and policies. 

Few behavioral studies have specifically addressed the problem of criminal 
court delay. I I In the preceding chapter few formal elements of court structure or 
procedure were found to be linked to disposition time. These findings, together 
with the established importance of an infornml system of relationships among 

5See• e.g .• J. Eisenstein and H. Jacob. FelollY Justice,' All Orgalli;:atiollal Allalysis o/Crimillal 
COllrts (Boston: Little. Brown and Co .• 1977). 

6See• e.g .• M.A. Levin. Urball Polilics alld the Crimillal Courts (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press. 1977). 

7Set:. e.g .. M. Heumann. Plea Bargaillillg (Chicago: University of Chicago Press. 1978). 

HSee• e.g .• W. Thomas. Bail Reforlll ill America (Berkeley: University of California Press. 
1976). 

<)Representative examples arc R.T. Nimmer. "A Slightly Moveable Object: A Case Study in 
judicial Reform in the Criminal Justice Process: The Omnibus Hearing." Dem'!!r La\\' JOlll'llal 48 
( 1976): 206-30; T. Church. Jr .• "Plea Bargains. Concessions and the Courts: Analysis of a Quasi
Experiment." La\\' alld Society Re\'iell' 10 (1975): 377-401. 

I!IThe ternl is Raymond Nimmer·s. See Nimmer. "A Slightly Moveable Object." 
liThe major exception is M.A. Levin, "Delay in Five Criminal Courts." Joul'Ilal of Legal 

SII/dies 4 (1975): 83-131. See. generally. T. Church. Jr .• ct al .. Pretrial De/ll\',' A Rel'iell'alld 
Bibliog/'(/phy (Williamsburg. Va.: National Center for State Courts. 1978). . 

1 
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judges, defense attorneys, and prosecutors suggest that locallega\ culture may 
be as important in criminal as in civil case delay. Indeed, the incentives for 
delay operating on individual criminal court participAnts may be even stronger 
than on the civil side. 

Unless a defendant is incarcerated prior to trial, he typically has little to gain 
from a speedy trial that may deprive him of his liberty. 11 The defense attorney 
has an additional reason to resist an early disposition: concern over obtaining 
his fee. 13 A prosecuting attorney is seldom interested in pushing a case to 
disposition if it is weak (a "dog"),14 or if the victim refuses to cooperate in the 
prosecution of a defendant friend or lover. IS Private defense attorney, assistant 
public defender or prosecutor, and trial court judge share with their civil 
practice brethren a common incentive to resist any quickening in the pace of 
litigation (hat might result in an increased caseload. The limited number of 
attorneys eng(lged in criminal practice, and the resulting close and continuing 
personal contact among those engaged in prosecution and defense work, further 
allows "professional courtesy" in criminal courts to decrease objections to 
postponement requests and the like. 

Despite these clear analogies t') the problem of civil delay, it is important to 
emphasize the significant differences between the criminal and the civil justice 
systems. These differences may operate to lessen the impact of incentives to 
delay operating at the individual case level. Probably the most crucial differ
ence between civil and criminal case processing is the opportunity for super
visory control of the individuals handling criminal cases. 

Almost every metropolitan jurisdiction elects a professional prosecuting 
attorney to represent "the people" in criminal actions. Many criminal courts 
also utilize a public defender to represent the sizeable proportion of indigent 
defendants. Unlike the civil justice system where attorneys handling cases are 
either self-employed or work for one of many private law firms, the prosecution 
and often the defense in criminal cases is handled by lawyers employed by a 
large public agency. These agencies are headed by a public official who has 
considerable concern at the least that his subordinates avoid activities that may 

12See M. Fleming, "The Law's Delay." pp. \3·33. 

I'L. Banfield and C. D. Anderson, "Continuances in Cook County Criminal CourtS," Universit)' 
ofChicllgo Lall' Revien' 35 (1968): 282·85; Levin, Urball Politics cllld the Criminal Courts, pp. 
239·40; Eisenstein and Jacobs, Feloll), Justice. pp. 50·51. 

14See, generally, L. Carter, The Limits of Order (Lexington, Mass.: Lexington Books, (974). 
I~For the importance of prior relationships between defendant and victim, see Vera Institute of 

Justice, Feloll\' Arrests: Theil' Prosecutiollllnd Disposition ill Nell' York City's Courts (New York: 
Vera Institute"of Justice, (977). 
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embarrass him. Hence the participants in the actual disposition of criminal 
cases-the "courtroom workgroups"'6-are in all likelihood subject to man
agement controls not present in the more fragmented civil justice system. 

Trial court judges also have the potential for a much greater management role 
in the processing of most criminal cases than on the civil side. While a majority 
of civil cases may be terminated by attorney negotiations alone, with little or no 
judicial involvement, almost every criminal case requires some judicial time. 
Judges typically arraign all criminal defendants and either set or review the 
amount of their bond. Recent Supreme Court decisions have mandated that 
guilty pleas be preceded by extensive colloquy in which questions of both 
culpability and voluntariness are raised. Dismissals and even nolle prosequis in 
many courts must involve judicial ratification. With such participation comes 
both judicial influence and judicial oversight, elements largely missing in the 
disposition of most civil cases. 

These opportunities to exercise c.lntrol over the activities of criminal trial 
attorneys would be less significant without the public policy significance of the 
crime problem and the resulting public and'media interest in the operation of all 
criminal justice agencies. Unlike civil litigation, a subject on which most 
citizens have little knowledge or interest, crime and criminal cases frequently 
capture the media spotlight. Public officials such as trial court judges and 
prosecuting attorneys adopt a laissez-faire attitude toward criminal case pro
cessing at their peril. 

The nature of the controls placed on criminal case duration, however, varies 
considerably from court to court. Indeed, the major procedural factor that 
distinguishes the faster courts from the slower courts we examined is the 
strength of case-management controls applied and the point in case 'progress at 
which they are imposed: of the five courts investigated intensively, those with 
the speedier disposition times are those with strong controls of case progress 
applied from filing. Slower courts impose such controls much later. Interviews 
with judges and attorneys indicate both the significance of court system expec
tations and attitudes concerning the pace of criminal litigation and their rela
tion~hip to the case-management procedures applied. Not surprisingly, the 
courts with the most stringent controls on criminal litigation are the courts in 
which the expectations and norms of the legal community support an acceler
ated pace. Alternatively, in court systems with the fewest controls, participants 
evince the least general concern with delay as a problem and similarlY have 

16The term is from Eisenstein and Jacob, Feloll,\' Jllslice. 
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norms and expectations that are consistent with the existing leisurely pace of 
criminal cases. 

In the Bronx, for example, the slowest of the 21 criminal jurisdictions 
examined in this study, it is evident from interviews that the existing pace of 
criminal litigation is simply not regarded to be a problem by many of the judges, 
prosecutors, or defense attorneys. After pressure from state judicial officials, 
the court responded to a growing number of" long-term detainees:" defendants 
who have remained more than 12 months in jail before trial. Beyond this set of 
cases (and another limited group of highly serious crimes assigned to the district 
attorney's Major Offense Bureau), the overall duration of criminal litigation is 
not generally perceived to be a problem. In the words of a visiting judge 
assigned to the Bronx County court, "There is a pervasive feeling in this court 
that moving cases along is not aU that important. At the least, there is no shared 
feeling of responsibility for expediting cases." Several attorneys interviewed 
indicated real disbelief that criminal cases could or should move to disposition 
in less than a year. In one attorney's words, "Cases simply can't move any 
faster than they are at present." We heard similar sentiments from many of 
those interviewed in Newark, another especially slow jurisdiction. 

The perceptions of judges and attorneys in Pittsburgh and New Orleans 
regarding the proper and possible pace of criminal cases are markedly different. 
Unlike the Bronx, concern over processing time of individual cases was 
expressed in nearly every interview we conducted. In Pittsburgh, for example, 
the ISO-day rule appears to have a substantial impact on those working in the 
criminal courts. In calendar calls and requests for continuances the primary 
issue is the proximity of the final trial date. Although the criminal justice 
system in New Orleans operates under a rather generous speedy-trial standard 
(two years from arrest for noncapital cases, three years for capital cases), a 
general concern expressed by judges and prosecutors alike is "moving the 
docket," and "disposing of cases. " This attitude is particularly evident in the 
district attorney's office, where policy strongly encourages disposition within 
60 days of filing. Several of the judges echoed a similar concern for speedy 
disposition of criminal cases; and the sub rosa competition among the indivi
dual calendar judges reportedly causes them all to be sensitized to problems of 
backlog and delay. 

These observations suggest that the pace of criminal litigation, like the speed 
of processing civil cases, is strongly dependent on the attitudes and expectations of 
court system participants - the local legal culture. Unlike civil litigation, 
criminal cases are disposed of in a context of public visibility ar.!d concern, and 
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administrative accountability. When an individual case becomes old by local 
standards, most court systems have administrative machinery in place to press 
the attorneys involved for a disposition. As indicated in the previous chapter, 
the faster courts are differentiated from slower courts not so much by whether 
case-management controls are utilized in criminal case processing but rather by 
when those controls are applied. Courts in which a one-year processing time is 
considered both normal and acceptable will be less concerned about pushing a 
six-month-old case than a court where 180 days to trial is the outside limit. 

The data presented in the preceding chapter indicate that the pace of criminal 
cases is influenced far less by caseload, resources, and structure than is 
commonly alleged. Rather, intensive study of five criminal courts strongly 
suggests that it is set in large part by the expectations and attitudes about 
disposition time held by court system officials-particularly judges and 
prosecutors-and the controls on the progress of individual criminal cases 
those attitudes produce. This theory of criminal court delay thus differs from 
the analysis of delay in civil cases only in its emphasis on court control of 
criminal cases. Since the pace of civil litigation is left almost entirely to 
attorneys, the chief determinant is local legal culture-the established norms, 
expectations, arlli informal practices of those attorneys. Because criminal 
courts seldom allow attorneys the complete control over case progress common 
to the civil side, informal attitudes and practices of individual lawyers cannot 
determine the pace of criminal litigation. The control or management tech
niques applied by the court to individual case movement must also be con
sidered a crucial determinant of disposition speed. 

This discussion should not be construed as fault-finding or criticism of either 
the attorneys or judges in any particular jurisdiction. We found lawyers and 
judges to be both hard working and dedicated in each of the courts examined in 
depth. The lesson from this discussion is the extent to which the expectations 
and norms of civil and criminal justice engendered by the legal culture of a 
community can differ from city to city. Enforced by the institution of pro
fessional courtesy and the constant interaction of the participants throughout 
their professional careers, these informal influences have great impact on the 
conduct and pace of litigation. 
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5. STRATEGIES 
FORDELAYREDUC1·ION 

T he impact of local legal culture on the pace of litigation presents a serious 
challenge to those who would attempt to accelerate that pace. This should 

not be read as requiring acceptance of the status quo: the point is not that the 
attempt to reduce court delay is necessarily doomed to failure. Rather, it is that 
any such effort will face considerable resistance that must I;>e taken into account 
jf reform is to be at all successful. This chapter will assess a number of the broad 
strategies commonly suggested for accelerating the pace of civil and criminal 
case disposition. The analysis is based on the theory of court delay developed in 
the previous chapter, with support from additional qualitative or quantitative 
data where possible. The reader should bear in mind that while the discussion is 
consistent with what we know of court delay, it is not definitive. A number of 
controlled experiments would be necessary to test conclusively the perform
ance of different delay-reduction strategies. i 

One more point should be emphasized here: this research is focused on the 
speed at which cases move through state trial courts. We have not undertaken 
the difficult task of assessing whether the dispositions reached are appropriate 
or fair. A sacrifice of justice to obtain speedy dispositions could hardly be 
termed a reform. It is our strong belief, however, that the faster courts exam
ined in this study have made no such sacrifice. To repeat an observation made 
previously, neither the attorneys and judges working in the faster courts, nor the 
outside observers interviewed, asserted that the speedy pace caused injustice. 
On the contrary, the usual response to a query on this i&sue was disbelief that 
justice could be served in a significantly slower court. We do not suggest that 
speed or efficiency should be the ultimate meusure of a trial court. The 
discussion that follows, however, assumes that neither speed nor efficiency is 
necessarily in conflict with the more fundamental goals of a court system. 

J It should also be noted that the various reforms or suggested alterations in the court system are 
evaluated solely in temlS of their expected impact on case processing time. This is obviously a 
limited perspecti ve since several of the proposals also address problems other than delay and hence 
may be desirable eVt!n if the pace of litigation is unaffected. 
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Case Management and Continuance Practices 
Civil Case Management. The basic tenet of the case management philosophy 

is that the court, not the attorneys, should control the progress of cases in the 
pretrial period. Progress of individual cases is monitored to insure that civil 
litigation moves through pleadings, discovery, and motions without unneces
sary delay.2 There is persuasive evidence that ca~e management expedites the 
disposition of civil cases in federal courts.3 In part because of the limited 
utilization of case management in state courts, no comparable study has been 
conducted at the state level. This research uncovered at least one jurisdiction
Phoenix-that maintains a speedy pace of civil litigation without extensive case 
management by the court.4 While strong case management may be less essen
tial to ajurisdiction accustomed to a speedy civil process, we conclude that such 
a system is necessary to accelerate civil litigation in a court that has traditionally 
been slow. 

Court management of civil cases assumes that litigants' interest in speedy 
dispute resolution may not be well served by total attorney control over the 
pretrial period. The impact of local legal culture on civil case delay suggests 
that so long as pretrial proceedings are left entirely in the hands of attorneys 
case processing time will not be significantly reduced. It is true that the control 
attorneys hold over the pace of civil litigation in most courts is primarily the 
power to delay or to postpone. With such negative control of case movement, 
however, an attorney can put unprepared, nonlucrative, or otherwise undesir
able cases on the "back burner" indefinitely; he can adjust case preparation to 
fit his own priorities of case importance. Perhaps most importantly, he can 
adjust to changes in court procedures and increases in his own practice without 
a necessary change in work habits or office staffing levels. 

Three events segment the pretrial life of a civil case in most courts: filing, 
formal assertion that a case is either at issue or trial ready, and commencement 
of trial. 5 The time when a suit is filed is largely beyond control of the court since 
filing marks the court's first knowledge of the case. If the major concern in 
delay reduction is decreasing litigant wait for dispute resolution, however, the 

2See M. Solomon, Casej/oll' Mallagemelll illihe Trial Courl (Chicago: American Bar Associa· 
tion Commission on Standards of Judicial Administration, 1973); Flanders, Case Mallagemelll; W. 
Schwarler, "Managing Civil Litigation: The Trial Judge's Role," Judicature 61 (1978): 400·408 . 

. 1See S. Flanders, Case Mallagemelll alld COllrt Mallagemelll ill Ulliled SllItes District Courts 
(Washington, D.C.: Federal Judicial Center, 1977). 

4Time to jury trial, however, is considerably slower than courts with comparable median tort 
disposition times. See Table 2.1. 

sThe fomm! meaning of the at issue document is simply that the two sides have been joined 
{usually indicated by filing the answer}, while a trial readiness document in voles an assertion that 
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filing date takes on considerable importance. As the Detroit lawyer quoted in 
the preceding chapter indicated, an accelerated pace from filing to trial may 
simply result in a longer delay in filing the case, leaving the litigant wait 
virtually unchanged. While the prefiling period may absorb some of the time 
saved by speedier court processing, this period is bounded both by the statute of 
limitations and by litigant impatience with attorney failure to initiate legal 
proceedings. Although courts cannot control this period, other factors may 
serve to constrain its overall duration.6 

After initiation of legal action, a case proceeds through responsive plead
ings. discovery, and pretrial motions until it is at least theoretically trial ready. 
At some point in this process, most courts require the filing of a document 
which officially places the case in the line of cases awaiting trial. This docu
ment may be filed when all the answers to the complaint have been received and 
the case is at issue; it may be filed at the point counsel asserts trial readiness. 
Few courts pay any attention whatever to a case prior to the filing of such a 
document. At most, inactive cases are monitored by some courts through a 
sporadic attempt to dismiss for lack of prosecution those cases in which no 
activity has been recorded for a defined period of time, usually one to two 
years. A case can thus remain in this limbo status indefinitely, so long as a party 
occasionally files a pro forma pleading, motion, or discovery request. 

Court failure to place any controls on this stage of civil litigation virtually 
guarantees that most cases will progress at a speed compatible with the prac
tices of the attorneys in the suit. Furthermore, this uncontrolled segment of case 
progress-like the prefiling period-may simply absorb any time saved in 
other parts of the process, leaving no net gain for the litigant. Some court 
interest in the control of this period would thus seem essential to any effort 
aimed at lowering overall disposition time. Possibilities include the following: 

I . Court monitoring receipt of the answer. If a responsive pleading is not 
filed within the legal time limit, the court sends a notice to the plaintiff 
requiring him either to file a motion for default judgment or to show 
cause why the suit should not be dismissed for lack of prosecution. 

the case is prepared and ready for trial. The functional effect of both assertions is to put the case in 
the pool of cases awaiting trial. The formal meanings of such documents in many courts is 
secondary to the administrative needs of attorneys: such documents are often filed so as to bring the 
case to trial at a time most convenient for the attorneys. 

6The courts of New York and Minnesota, unlike those of every other state investigated, allow 
formal pleadings, discov,~ry, and even motions to proceed before a case is formally filed in court. 
Cases are seldom filed before they are alleged by counsel to be trial ready. This practice puts the 
major part of the pretrbl period outside any possible control by the court and makes comprehensive 
case management viaually impossible. 
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2. Court setting a deadline for filing the certificate of trial readiness or 
note of issue. If this document is not filed within that time period, the 
court sends a notice to counsel that the case is about to be dismissed. 

3. Elimination of the entire certificate of readiness/note of issue pro
cedure. With this policy the court assumes tht -' case should be trial 
ready within a given period of time and sets it for conference or trial on 
its own motion. While this presumption of trial readiness should be 
rebuttable in special cases, this management strategy can be combined 
with holding a status conference fairly soon after filing so judge and 
counsel can work out appropriate deadlines for completion of dis
covery and other aspects of trial preparation. 

None of the many devices that have been proposed for limiting the amount of 
time consumed in the pretrial stages of the civil process could be evaluated 
comprehensively in this study.7 Although we have seen variants of such devices 
in operation in one or more courts, these observations were not extensive 
enough to permit us to speak with authority on their success. We merely repeat 
that some form of court-imposed control of the period from filing to placement 
in the trial pool is crucial if an expedited pace in the latter part of the civil 
process is not to be offset by an increase of time consumed in this earlier period. 

The period immediately preceding trial constitutes the last and in many ways 
the most important phase of the pretrial period. Case management at this stage 
relates primarily to court practices in setting-and permitting postponements 
of-the trial date. If attorneys are able to postpone commencement of trial 
indefinitely, they control the pace of litigation. 

The relationship of continuance practices to court delay has been debated 
among judges and scholars. Perhaps the most noted academic expert on civil 
delay, Professor Hans Zeisel, asserts that continuances should be freely given 
by the court so long as they do not cause calendar "breakdowns" or empty 
courtrooms. His primary argument is that average time to trial is unaffected if 
the cases waiting in line simply change places.s If the court is concerned with 
speedy disposition of all civil cases, whether by trial or settlement, this 
argument is less persuasive. Virtually every attorney and judge interviewed 
during this project described a class of cases that would predictably settle, but 
not until litigants and counsel were faced with an imminent and unavoidable 

7SCC citations in footnote 2, above. for a discussion of various case management devices 
applicable during this period. 

8H. Zeisel, • 'Court Delay Caused by the Bar?" American Bar Association JO/lrnal 54 (1968): 
886·887. 
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trial. Whether this situation is caused by litigant intransigence (particularly 
some insurance carriers) or attorney disinterest, such cases would almost cer
tainly reach a negotiate~ settlement faster if trial dates were relatively firm. 

It might be correct in a statistical sense to assert that a policy of free continu
ances will not affect average time to trial, but this position also ignores the 
subjective effects of multiple postponements in virtually every case. We 
observed in courts with high continuance rates what might be termed a "psych
ology of delay": lack of judge or attorney interest in expediting the disposition 
of individual cases, reflected in multiple postponement:), seemed to affect the 
overall atmosphere of the court. "No hurry" was the unspoken byword in such 
courts. This relationship between continuance practices and overall system 
concern with delay is more hypothesis than proven fact. It is put forward here 
only to suggest that continuance practices may have an overall subjective effect 
on the attitudes, work habits, and productivity of judges and lawyers. 

We join the many others who have concluded that continuance practices are 
an exceedingly important elemen~ of case management.9 We do not propose an 
excessively rigid continuance policy or mindless enforcement of arbitrary 
rules. Rather, a court should create the expectation that a case will be tried on 
the first scheduled trial date unless there are compelling reasons for a postpone
ment. If a court is to foster this expectation, it obviously must be able to provide 
a trial as scheduled or shortly thereafter. A court that must postpone a large 
number of cases because it has no available courtroom can no more succeed in 
creating the expectation of trial on the scheduled date than a court that grants all 
requests for continuances. Indeed, the two situations are related, since judges 
are obviously reluctant to refuse a continuance request from counsel when no 
courtroom is available for trial. Continuance practices and trial expectations are 
thus dependent on trial-setting and scheduling practices. 10 

9The Federal JUdicial Center's study of case management in federal district courts concluded that 
continuance practices were not crucial to expedient disposition of civil cases in federal district 
courts. It should be noted, however, that of the six courts they examined, three had median elapsed 
time from first scheduled trial date to actual commencement oftrial of one day or less. Only one of 
the six had a median elapsed time greater than 17 days. By comparison, of the nine state courts for 
which we have civil trial setting data, none had a median elapsed time from first scheduled date to 
trial commencement of one day or less; all but two were greater than 17 days. See Tables 3.11 and 
3. 12. State courts, in other words, have trial postponement practices that are considerably more lax 
than federal courts. Thus, conclusions based on the limited range of federal court data are not 
necessarily applicable at the state level. 
IOThe major work in this area is Institute for Law and Social Research, Guide to Court Scheduling 
(Washington, D.C.: Institute for Law and Social Research, 1976). See also Flanders, Case 
Management, pp. 52-55. 
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A perfect court scheduling system would provide a trial on the day scheduled 
for every case set. At the same time, however, it would insure that no judge 
suffer a calendar breakdown in which all his scheduled cases either settled or 
were continued, thereby leaving him without a trial to conduct. Perfection is 
obviously difficult to achieve given the uncertainty involved in predicting the 
number of cases that will settle, the length of trials in cases that do not, and 
unforeseen but justifiable reasons for postponements. Hence, courts must 

balance the desire to keep judges in trial with an effort to provide sure trials in 
all those undisposed cases scheduled. In our observation, most courts strike this 
balance by placing almost all emphasis on the side of preventing any loss of trial 
judge time, a resolution of the scheduling dilemma that may slow dispositions 
and lessen court productivity. 

A court that sets enough cases to virtually guarantee that no judge is idle also 
insures that it will seldom be able to try all those cases that have not settled 

before their scheduled trial date. The court will therefore have to grant requests 
for continuances and postpone any remaining cases on its own motion. Con
tinuance practices will then fluctuate with the state of the calendar on any 
particular day, serving to lessen the expectation of trial in the minds of attorneys 
and litigants, postpone settlements, and confuse attorneys' schedules. We 
suggest that courts balance the desire to avoid unnecessary lapses in the trial 
schedules of judges with a concern for promoting an expectation that trial dates 
will remain firm. A trial-setting policy that emphasizes this latter goal will 
encourage early settlements, alleviate attorney grievances over the uncertainty 
and inconvenience associated with vacillating trial dates, while at the same time 
leaving the court-not the attorneys-in control of this important element in the 
overall conduct of civil litigation. 

This section has not spelled out the specific details of a model civil case
load management system. Such a discussion would be considerably beyond the 
scope of this research and the confines of the data. The basic point is that any 
delay-reduction effort-whether it be a crash program with a temporary in
fusion of judges, a long-term effort to conduct more trials with existing re
sources, or a program to control the time spent in discovery or pleadings
should be accompanied by controls at all stages of the civil process. If not, the 
built-in inertia d attorney backlog, together with c;ettled local practices and 
expectations, may produce a shift in delay from one part of the process to 
another. The result may be improved court statistics (such as a decrease in the 
average time from certificate of readiness until trial) but no real change in the 
length of time litigants must await resolution of their disputes. 

I 
\ 

I 

~ 
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Institution of court control over the movement of cases is not likely to be an 
easy affair in many courts. In particular, considerable attorney resistance to a 
change in scheduling prerogatives is virtually assured in those courts where 
lawyers have traditionally controlled the pace of civil litigation. What is needed 
in order to resist this pressure is genuine court concern with delay as a social and 
institutional problem and a finn long-tenn commitment on the part of judges to 
insure that gains achieved atone point in the civil process are not lost in another. 

Criminal Case Managemellt. Court management and control of criminal 
cases is much less foreign to most state courts than the application of similar 
controls to civil litigation. Although some state statutes place the responsibility 
for docket control in criminal cases upon the prosecuting attorney, no court 
studied adopts the laissez-faire attitude toward criminal cases that is commonly 
in evidence on the civil side. Many courts, often in cooperation with the 
prosecuting attorney, utilize sophisticated data-processing systems to monitor 
criminal cases, schedule appearances, and insure that processing time does not 
exceed relevant speedy-trial limits. The fastest courts make the dispositional 
process routine to a considerable extent: some cases may deviate from the 
general pattern but most move at a fairly standard pace from arrest to 
disposition. 

Most of the preliminary activities in a criminal case have been cOI~cluded 
when it is filed in the gener.~l jurisdiction court. Bail has been set, probable 
cause found, and fonnal charges illade. With the possible exception of a iJretrial 
h-.:aring on evidentiary motions (held in many courts immediately preceding 
trial), the next fonnal event in the case is commencement of trial. Hence, the 
major control exercised by most of the general jurisdiction courts examined 
focuses on the trial date. The courts with strongest controls set a relatively finn 
trial date soon after filing; those courts with few controls do not push cases to 
trial, have lax continuance practices, and maintain no standard track for the 
majority of criminal cases to follow from filing to disposition. 

Our major recommendation for accelerating the pace of criminal litigation is 
directly analogous to that made for civil cases: courts should monitor and 
control the pretrial movement of criminal cases. Much of the discussion of thi!> 
issue in the previous section is relevant here. Continuance practices should 
create an expectation that trials will commence on the date scheduled except for 
good cause. Trial-setting procedures should be designed to nuture this expec
tation, even at the cost of some unoccupied judge time due to unexpected pre
trial disp{x~ition of all scheduled cases. 
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In urging court contre: of the pace of criminal litigation, we recognize that 

many jurisdictions place considerable responsibility in this area in the hands of 
the prosecuting attorney. Where the prosecutor is particularly c.:mcerned with 
speedy disposition of criminal cases, as in New Orleans, such a system can 
work well. Even in New Orleans, however, the fastest !I1dividual calendar 
judges exercise considerable independent control over movement of cases on 
their calendars. One effect of a prosecutor-controlled system may be an in
crease in the proportion of older cases left pending in the court, despite a speedy 

median disposition time. In most of the courts examin~d, prosecutor control of 
the calendar was equated with his ability to "bury" evidentially w~ak cases in 
urder to proceed with stronger ones. The weaker cases thus become: older (and 
often weaker) until finally disposed of by a generous plea I;argain or dismissal. 
Court control of a calendar often forces the prosecutor t.o make the same hard 
decisions concerning trial a~ defendants face The response of most jurisdic-' 
tions is to balance court and prosecution authority by providing for shared 
responsibility over scheduling of criminal cases. Perhaps this is a necessary 
acknowledgment of the special prosecutr>rial role in the crimind justice system. 

Because crimi:131litigation is already subject to more court control than civil 
litigation, efforts at tightening those controls in most courts are unlikely to meet 
the n~sistanc(: predictable on the civil side. The presence of a district attorney 
(and ofter a public defender), however, may necessitate coordination in the 
design and implementation of controls in many Jurisdictions. As with civil 
cases, the essential ingredient is genl'ine court concern with the problem of trial 
court dday and a commitment to do something about it. 

Calendruring Systems, Judicial Acc('untability, and Judicial Productivity 
The mean tort disposition time amo!"g individual calendar courts is more than 

200 da:.'s faster than among master calendar courts. No analogous relationship 
between speed and calendaring system exists for criminal cases. IndividUll\ 
calendar courts do tend to have higher individual judge productivity than master 

calendar courts for both civil and criml:nl cases. The individual calendar 
sy~ tem does not emerge from this analysis as a panacea, but it is our stror~g 
impression that it provides an accountability for individual judges not possible 
in the master calendar. Stated baldly, individual calendar systems create incen
tives for judges to work harder, and to expend that effort on activities that 
increase productivity and decrease individual case delay. 

Because mastr.::r calendar courts assign judges to very different kinds of tasks, 
the formulation of judicial performance measures suitable for til judges on a 

-_._-,_._------
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court is difficult. It makes little sense to court case terminations, for example, 
because judges handling settlement confen'nces will almost surely be credited 
with ccnsiderably more dispositions than tf.ose conducting jury trials or hearinr 
pretrial motions. Counting the number of trials concluded may provid, ... 
limited measure of the work of judges sitting on trial duty, but these measures 
are not available for nontrial judges and can be misle'l.ding over short time 
periods because of the effects of very long trials. 

Some master calendar courts have been mandated by higher state authority to 
measure the amount of time individual judges spend on the bench. These 
bench-time measures at least provide a uniform dimension by which to compare 
judicial effort. The courts studied that hold judges accountable for bench time, 
however, are not characterized by either high individual judge productivity or a 
speedy pace of litigation. Encouraging judges to stay on the bench does not 
guarantee that the bench time will be spent productively. Indeed, there is no 
reason to conclude that a judge who feel1:. pressured to spend a predefined 
number of hours a day on the bench will have any particular motivation to 
expedite the conduct of trials, to settle cases short of trial, or to act in any other 
way likely to increase court productivity or processing speed. Because of these 
difficulties in fashioning meaningful measures of judicial performance on 
master calendar courts, most such courts use no mea&ures at alL Instead, 
courthouse gossip types judges as "producers," "lazy," "settlers," "legal 
experts," and the like. 

Because individual calendar courts make each judge responsible for moving 
a set of cases from filing to disposition, they are uniquely able to measure 
judicial performance on a dimension that relates directly to court productivity 
and case processing time. The two summary statistics commonly used to assess 
indi vidual judge performance in the individual calendar courts are the number 
of terminations in a given period attributable to a judge, and the number of 
pending cases in the judge's inventory. Both measures are meaningful so long 
as cases are assigned to judges in a random fashion and all judges receive the 
same number of cases. I I 

We observed competition among the judges in virtually every individual 
calendar court visited. This competition is seldom formal and its existence was 

often denied. But when pressed, most judges admitted that the comparative 
statistics are closely watched. In the one individual calendar.cou·rt that does not 
compile periodic reports on individual judge terminations and pending 

liThe usefulness of the pending case statistics depends additionally on stability in the assignment 
of judges to particular dockets. 
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caseloads, concern over relative rankings appears as intense as in courts with 
fonnal reporting systems. The difference is that the competition is based on 
courtroom "scuttlebutt" among judges' staffs and is apparently based on 
unreliable infonnation (three separate judges on this court infonned us that they 
had the lowest number of pending cases). 

Our theory of the detenninants of the pace of litigation suggests that attor
neys will generally resist court efforts to increase the overall pace of case 
dispositions, at le~~t if those effOlts involve court pressure for speedier case 
preparation. Given this attorney resistance to court efforts to control case pro
gress, those courts that provide some countervailing incentives for judicial 
resistance to this pressure should be more successful in efforts to increase 
productivity and decrease delay. The infonnal competition among individual 
calendar judges on productivity and pending case measures provides just such 
an incentive. Using the tenns of the preceding analysis, it elevates the level of 
judicial concern. This fact of individual judge accountability for case
processing perfonnance, together with the immediate feedback the conscien
tious judge receives on the administrative impact of varying case-management 
practices, may well account for productivity and civil case speed differences 
between individual and master calendar courts. 

The difference in perfonnance between individual and master calendar 
courts is no . <J pronounced in cjminal as in dvil case processing. Master 
calendar courts are well represented among both the slowest and the fastest 
courts; their perfonnance as a group is considerably more varied than the 
individual calendar courts, which tend to cluster toward the middle of the 
distribution of median processing times. As with civil jl'dges, productivity of 
judges on individual calendar criminal courts is considerably higher than that of 
judges on the master calendar, although the small number of courts for which 
there are comparable data makes any conclusion tentative. 

One possible explanation for these findings emphasizes the observed differ
ence in the amount of controls present in the criminal as opposed to the civil 
dispositional process. Most court systems have instituted some fonn of admin
istrative monitoring of the status of pending criminal cases independent of the 
activities of individual judges. The presence of a prosecuting attorney with at 
least a fonnal interest in speedy disposition of criminal cases adds a further 
cohesive element to criminal case processing that is not present on the civil 
side. Hence, u.nlike civil cases, criminal cases are subject to a variety of insti
tutional monitoring and controls beyond the actions of the judges themselves. 
The civil system, on the other hand, leaves the judge as the sole source of 
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uniform pressure for sfJeedy disposition. A system that makes an individual 
judge accountable for moving a specified set of cases may thus have more 
impact on civil than on criminal case-processing time. 

The preceding discussion is premised on our belief that appropriate assess
ment of individual judicial performance is both proper and desirable. Judges 
have traditionally been iQsulated from most attempts to evaluate them. Concern 
for maintaip~YJP judicial independence has produced long terms of office and 
indirect selL . I methods in most states. But judges should not be sheltered 
from all efforts to assess the level and efficiency of their court-related activities. 
It is obviously not desirable to make high productivity the all-encompassing 
definition of a good judge. But we did not observe this pathology in even the 
most productivity- or speed-conscious courts. Far more common is a lack of 
any real interest or concern by judges and attorneys in the problem of delay. 
Ironically, those courts with the longest disposition times often evinced the 
least concern. The attempt to provide meaningful measures of both individual 
judge and aggregate court performance is an initial ~tep in elevating that level of 
concern. 

Pretrial Conferences and Court Settlement Activity 
One of the most frequently applied delay-reduction strategies involves judg~ 

es in the attempt to increase the proportion of cases that are settled without trial. 
Mandatory pretrial settlement conferences and crash settlement programs are 
common court responses to perceived problems of civil backlog and delay. 
Calls for various types of pretrial conferences among the defense attorney, 
prosecutor, and judge have similarly been advanced for criminal cases. These 
proposals are all premised 0'.1 the theory that since a settlement conference 
requires less judge time than a trial, a successful conferencing system will 
increase court productivity without additional judicial resources. 12 

Evaluation of the success of civil case settlement programs is difficult. 
Judges see a high proportion of the cases settle in conference and the program 
thus seems to be achieving positive results. But it is difficult to determine 

. whether the se1'\emcnt conferences actually lower the proportioll of cases that 

12Major empirical studies that discuss tlie relationship of court settlement programs, the trial rate, 
and judicial productivity are M. Rosenberg, The Pretrial COllference alld Effective Justice (New 
York: Columbia University Press, 1964); R. W. Gillespie, Judicial Productivityalld COllrt Delay: 
All Expiorato/y Analysis of the Federal District Courts \ Washington, D.C.: Government Printing 
Office, 1977); Flanders, Case Managemellt, pp. 33-40. For an evaluation of a settlement confer
ence program in criminal cases, see W. Kerstetter and A. Heinz, "Pretrial Settlement Conference: 
An Evaluation," Lall' and Society Review 13 (forthcoming). 
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require trial. And even if conferences do settle cases that would otherwise have 
resulted in trial, it is not clear that a change in trial utilization will necessarily 
increase total court output. In the courts for which there are relevant data, no 
significant relationship was found between trial utilization and individual judge 
productivity in civil cases: those courts that dispose of a high proportion of 

cases by jury trial do not necessarily dispose of fewer cases per judge." These 
findings parallel those of a recent study of federal courts indicating that courts 
that dispose of proportionately more civil cases by trial tend to be the courts that 
dispose of a larger number of civil cases per judge. 14 

Court readiness to try civil cases may well be the most effective settlement
inducing device. The assertion that only the reality of imminent trial produces 

fast and sure settlements was made by judges and attorneys in every court 
visited. Furthermore, of the courts in which we examined civil case processing 
in depth, those with the fastest pace of litigation have the least settlement 
activity by civil judges and tend to dispose of a higher proportion of cases by 
jury trial. 15 This finding directly parallels that of a recently completed project of 
the Federal Judicial Center evaluating case management in federal district 
courts. 16 

The data gathered in this study, together with a growing number of previous 
research efforts, suggest that extensive court involvement in civil case settle
ment activity is nonproductive. Ajudge may produce the final "nudge" needed 
to crystallize a settiement in selected cases, but dedicating substantial judicial 
resources to settlement discussions in every case may neither increase iudicial 
productivity nor speed dispofltions. '7 

USee Table 3.6. 

14R. W. Gillespie, "The Production of Court Services: An Analysis of Scale Effects and Other 
Factors," Journal of Legal Stl/dies 5 (1976): 254. The author of this study offers an explanation that 
is similar to our thinking on the qUf'sdon: 

When the judges in a court use trials as a matter of course rather than the exception, this 
imposes a pressure on attomeys to settle quickly if they feel their case is weak. If the 
pressure of a trial were not there, attomeys might be inclined to stretch out negotiations. 
A court with lengthy procrastination of most cases, but few ultimately going to trial, 
could absorb more total judge time than a court having more cases going to trial but with 
the pretrial settlements being achieved quickly and with little expenditure of judge time. 

ISSee Table 3.7. 
16"Judicial participation in settlement produces mixed results. A limill:d role may be valuable, 

but data suggest tha'. a large expenditure of judicial time is fruitless." Flanders, Case Managem~nt. 
p. 37. See generally, Rosenberg, The Pretrial Conference and Effective JINicp. 

171t should be added that we have observed pathologies in the operation of mandatory settlement 
programs that should also be considered by a court contemplating adoption of such a technique. 
Settlement activity by trial court judges ii, at least susceptible to judicial abuse. Overzealous judges 
may exercise undue influence on a final settlement, often without adequate knowl~dge or under-
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Calls for various types of pretrial conferences in criminal cases among the 
defense attorney, prosecutor, and judge have been made by the American Bar 
Association, 18 the President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Adminis
tration of Justice, 19 and the National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice 
Standards and Goals. 211 Such conferences are alleged to further a number of 
goals: improving trial preparation of counsel, saving judicial time in hearing 
numerou~ separate pretrial motions, improving discovery. Proponents of such 
proposals ge'ierally assert that some forol of pretrial conference will also 
decrease disposition time by "speeding up the process" and "increasing the 
number of guilty pleas. "11 

Although none of the courts examined in detail utilize pretrial conferences of 
the type proposed to any great extent, an empirical study conducted by the 
American .Bar Foundation evaluating the impact of the omnibus hearing device 
concluded that the scheme neither increased speed nor decreased trialsY Our 
data on the relationship of trial rates to processing time suggest that the 
marginal decrease in the proportion of cases requiring jury trial that could be 
expected to flow from even a successful conference program would be unlikely 
to alter appreciably the overall pace of criminal cases.1' It may be that goals 
other than speedy disposition will be furthered by such programs, however. 

Abolition olf the Grand Jury 
Among the courts examined in this study, the information-based charging 

system operates more expeditiously than the grand jury system. Average lower 
court time for grand jury systems is approximately two weeks longer than in 

standing of the facts of the ("ase. Settlement judges often become familiar with the practices of 
individual attorneys. their reluctance to take a case to trial. the degree of their over-commitment and 
resulting need for postponements. Such judges have tools to influence. even coerce. a settlement 
agreement that may violate both procedural and substantive standards of fairness. 

18American Bar Association. Advisory Committee on Pretrial Proceedings. Standards Relating 
to Discovery alld Procedures Before Trial (Chicago: American Bar Assodation, 1969) pp. 9-10. 

\<}President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice. Task Force 
Report: The Courts (Washington. D.C.: Government Printing Office. 1967) pp. 41-42. 

10Nationai Advisory Commission on Crirllinal Justice Standards and Goals, Courts (Washington. 
D.C.: GO'il.'mment Printing Office. 1973) p. 90. 

21 Americlin Bar Association, Standards Relatillg to Discovery. pp. 9-10. 
22R.T. Nimmer, Prosecllfor Disclosure and Judicial Reform: The Omnibus Hearing ill Two 

Courts (Chicago: American Bar Foundation, 1975). See also Nimmer. "A Sligbtly Moveable 
Object;" L. R. Katz, Reduction of Pretrial Delay-Delllollstratiorr Project-Filled Report (Wash
ington. D.C.: Government Printing Office. 1975). Compare G. B. Tjoflat. "The Omnibus 
Hearing: The Jacksonville Experience ... Americall Crimillall.al\' Review J 2 (J 974): 357-:'; J. 

23See Table 3.8. See also T. Church. Jr. et HI., Pretrial Delay: A Review alld Bibliography 
(Williamsburg. Va.: Nationd Center for State Courts, 1978) pp. 40-42. 
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systems without a grand jury. The difference in total court time between the two 
systems is even greater. Z-I These data suggest that replacing the grand jury for 
the charging of routine felony cases might very well cut days from the overall 
arrest to disposition period. It should be mentioned, however, that some courts 
are able to move cases through the grand jury relatively quickly. In the Bronx, 
for example, cases move through the lower court and grand jury in 24 days, the 
majority of the extensive processing time being consumed in the general juris
diction court. The grand jury adds considerably to processing time in some 
courts, the most extreme example being Newark, where the grand jury adds 
approximately seven weeks to disposition time. Abolition would be unlikely to 
reduce processing time in all jurisdictions. 

Speedy· Trial Standards 
Of the 21 courts examined in this study, 19 have criminal case speedy-trial 

standards. Yet the time limits specified in the standards b'ear little relationship 
to actual processing times, with the limit being exceeded by over half the cases 
in several courts.2' Clearly, the presence of a speedy-trial standard alone does 
not guarantee either observance of that standard or speedy dispositions. Nor 
does absence of a speedy-trial rule necessarily result in a slow pace of criminal 
litigation. Of the three fastest jurisdictions in total court disposition time, one is 
required only to bring a case to trial within a "reasonable" period of time 
(Portland), and one operates under a speedy-trial limit of two years (New 
Orleans). 

It is our strong impression that speedy-trial standards can affect disposition 
time only when they cannot be easily waived by defendants. Of all the parties to 
a criminal case, the defendant is typically least interested in a speedy trial, 
particularly ifhe is free on pretrial release. Rules that allow defendants to waive 
the speedy-trial requirement, or exclude the time consumed by defense
requested continuances, are likely to be honored in the breach. The Pennsyl
vania ~,peedy-trial rule is effective in maintaining a rapid pace of dispositions in 
Pittsburgh, in large part because the court and the prosecution are concerned 

that their supreme court will overturn defendant waivers of speedy-trial re
quirements. Defense attorneys indicated in interviews that the court attempts to 
dispose of criminal cases within 180 days regardless of whether the requirement 
has been waived by the defendant. The effect of defendant waivers is of less 

24See Table 3.14. 
2,Scc Table 3.15. 
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less concern in Miami, a fact that probably accounts for the large proportion of 
cases exceeding their 180-day limit. 

A relatively tight speedy-trial standard, one that is not materially affected by 
defense continuance requests and which cannot be waived easily, can have a 
substantial effect on the pace of criminal litigation. It should affect both the 
median disposition time and the measures of older cases indicated in Tables 2.5 
and 2.6. The primary IJlechanism for this effect may be simply an elevation in 
the level of concern evidencp.d by the court system with the problem of delay in 
criminal cases. With increased concern comes the institution of systems to 
monitor case progress and insure disposition within the specified time limit. 
Speedy-trial standards, however, are unlikely to have an appreciable effect on 
either the level of concern or the overall disposition time if they depend for their 
enforcement on the parties who typically have the least interest in speed, the 
defendant and his attorney. 

The Resource-Workload Nexus: Adding Judges or Decreasing Filings 
Serious empirical research on trial court delay began in 1959 with Delay ill 

the Court. a study that was grounded on the proposition that, "while study is 
indispensable for disclosing the exact additional judge power needed to cure 
delay, it needs no ghost come from the grave to tell us that delay can be cured by 
adding more judges.' '26 This assumption was accepted in most of the courts we 
visited in 1977; the one constant theme was an alleged need for more judges, a 
reduction in caseload through various diversion programs, or both. 

This research provides no basis by which to assess the objective need for 
additional judges in any court. It is probable that real differences in jurisdiction, 
organization, and procedures across courts would make the attempt at such an 
analysis unfruitful. The preceding analysis, however, sheds some light on the 
likely success of adding judges or reducing filings as a cure for civil or criminal 
court delay. 

The data indicate enormous variation from court to court in productivity or 
case output per judge. Even allowing for intercourt differences in recordkeep
lng, case complexity, and the like, this wide variation strongly suggests a) 
considerable differences in the amount of effort judges expend in these courts, 
or b) variation in the efficiency or productivity of that effort, or c) both. No 
matter which conclusion is reached, it would appear that the case output per 

!<>H. Zeisel. H. Kalven and B. Buchholz. Delay ill the COllrt (Boston: Little, Brown and Co., 
(959). p. 8. 
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judge of at least the low productivity courts could be improved. This conclusion 
is supported in an empirical study of case productivity of federal district courts. 

This study found, after analysis of aggregate data on all federal district courts 
over a five-year period, "that courts produce more output with no additional 

resources when the demand for court services increases [thereby implying] the 
existence of underutilized judicial resources in the district courts. "27 

it should be noted that these conclusions are based on comparisons across a 
number of courts. They do not imply that judicial resources are always adequate 
or that the addition of judges cannot improve perfonnance in an understaffed 
court. But additional judges will have no independent effect on the underlying 
legal culture that colors expectations and practiceS of the trial bar. The same 
backlog of cases will exist in attorneys' offices, as well as the same expecta
tions of professional courtesy to achieve postponements at the convenience of 
either party to the suit, and the same set of disincentives for judges to interfere 
with accepted attorney prerogatives in case movement. Additional judges or 
decreased filings need not have any effect on existing court case management 

practices. 
Altering the relationship of judges to caseload in a court with weak or non

existent controls on the pace of litigation is thus unlikely to affect appreciably 
the overall pace. Rather, such an alteration is likely to be accompanied by a fall 
in the average productivity of judges on the court; trials may be slower or there 
may be more nontrial time in the schedules of judges. It may be that such efforts 
will accomplish other goals. Criminal case screening and diversion, for 
example, or civil arbitration, may provide more appropriate disposition for a 
number of less serious cases. 1H And it may well be that a lower case load per 
judge will allow more consideration to be given to individual cases. Such 

efforts will probably not affect processing time materially, at least in the 
absence of changes in case management practices. 29 This is merely a prediction 
based on our understanding of the dynamics of civil and criminul court delay, 
but it is supported by the reportedly transitory effect of most crash programs. 
These programs typically involve a one-time infusion of temporary judicial 
resources in order to reduce backlog and delay. Several of the courts where civil 

170illespi;, "The Production of Coun Services," p. 258 (emphasis in original). 
lHThis screening out of the less serious cases should result in an increase in seriousness among the 

cases remaining. Our data suggest, 110wever, that the proponion of serious crime in a coun's 
case load does not materially affect overall disposition time. See Table 3.5. 
l~This hypothesis is supponed by the experience of several couns in which substantial increases 

in judges (and prosecutors and public defenders) produced no appreciable increase in dispositional 
speed. See footnote 6, chapter 3. 
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case processing was examined in depth had utilized such programs in the recent 
past. Although there is no empirical evidence on this point, without exception 
the attorneys interviewed indicated that the effect of these programs was 
transitory at best. In the cogent words of one Detroit attorney: 

The mentality of the trial bar here is that crash programs are something to be 
tolerated until they are over. I'd analogize the court's use of crash programs 10 

crash diets. They have temporary results but so long as you have the same 
philosophy of eating, you'll get fat again. 

It may be that this analogy sums up much of the present discussion. If the 
overall pace of litigation is to be accelerated, the most important and the most 
difficult change to be made is in the long-term expectations and practices of the 
individual judges and attorneys practicing in the court. No infusion of judicial 
resources or decrease in caseload will change those expectations and practices 
without court concern with delay, a long-term commitment by the court to 
expedite case disposition, and a readiness on its part to take an active manage
ment role in the disposition of civil and criminal cases. 





\ , 

6. EPILOGUE 

T rial court delay ha.s emerged in this study to be a remarkabiy similar 
problem in both civil and criminal litigation. Few of the traditionally 

posed explanations for court delay are substantiated by the data for either 
criminal or civil cases. Neither court size, nor trial rate, nor judicial caseload, 
nor use of settlement conferences differentiates faster from slower courts. Use 
of case~managemcnt techniques is clearly associated witn a speedy pace of 
criminal cases, a relationship which is less true on the civil side. 

Probably the major finding of this research is the centrality of informal court 
system attitudes, concerns, and practices-what we term local legal culture
to the pace of both civil and criminal litigation. Major elements of legal culture 
are the attitudes and practices of judges and attorneys regarding the problem of 
court delay. As a general ru:e, the fastest courts tend to be the courts in which 
the attitudes and concerns of the legal community support a speedy pace of 
litigation. This support may be generated by external forces: a state speedy~trial 
rule, an aroused public, a watchful media, a strong state judicial hierarchy. It 
may simply be based on long~standjng attitudes of individual judges and other 
court system participants concerning proper and expected case disposition 
time. Many of the slower courts visited in this project simply do not regard the 
existing pace of litigation to be a significant problem; if they address it at aU, the 
response is typically a short~term burst of energy followed by a return to 
business as usual. 

We observed three major and unambiguous differences in the conduct of 
criminal and civil litigation in the trial courts examined in this study. The first is 
the aforementioned prevalence of court management and control of criminal 
case progress, along with the absence of such control in civil cases. The second 
difference is in the general level of court concern over delay in criminal as 
opposed to civil litigation. Whether because of speedy-trial requirements, 
public and media concern, or individual judge attitudes, the trail courts almost 
universally exhibited more concern about criminal than civil case delay. The 
third difference between civil and criminal case processing is the substantial 
difference in pace: the median criminal case is disposed of much more expedi
t~ously than the median civil case in every court examined in this study. 

The theory of trial court delay developed in this research suggests that these 
three facts are related. It further suggests that the most commonly alleged 
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reason for the comparative speed of criminal litigation-the shift of judges 
from civil to criminal courtrooms-is at best a partial explariation. It is at least 
as likely that the comparative speediness of criminal cases is a result of judicial 
concern over the problem of criminal court delay, court system attitudes and 
practices supportive of a faster pace, together with stronger controls over 
criminal case progress. It is important not to conclude from this analysis that 
legal culture is somehow immutable or unchangeable. A basic conclusion of 
this research is that neither civil nor .::riminal case delay is inevitable, even in 
those urban trial courts with large caseloads and a limited number of judges. 
The solution to the problem of court delay does not necessarily lie in a massive 
infusion of new judges, or in the latest proposals for a n~w pretrial conferencing 
program. Rather, differences among faster and slower courts, and between 
criminal and civil litigation, strongly suggest that court delay can be reduced 
only by judges who are willing to insist that attorneys meet reasonable dead
lines for the conclusion of pretrial activities and by trial-setting and continuance 
practices that create an expectation of an early and relatively firm commence
ment of trial for those cases not settled. 

This effort will require concern and commitment on the part of judges. 
Judges will very probably receive considerable "heat" from attorneys under
standably upset by changes in the~r scheduling prerogatives. In simplest terms, 

delay cannot be eliminated unless cases move at a faster pace. Cases cannot 
move more rapidly without a change in the existing practices-and ultimately 
the attitudes-of both judges and attorneys. 
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APPENDIX A - Methodologi\cal Summaxy 

The research was divided into two main phases. In phase one, descriptive 
data were gathered on case processing in 21 gen(!ral jurisdiction courts across 
the country. Brief visits to each of the courts we1:e condL1cted to determine the 
broad outlines of court organization, procedures, and workload. The mech<l.n
ics of data collection f;Dr development of the processing time measures were 
also designed at ~his time. Phase two in volved two-week site visits to study dvil 
and criminal case processing in five jurisdictions each. 

Phase One 
SI!lection of the initial 21 sites waB based on data from published annual 

reports, supplemented by unpublished data provided by st.ate and local court 
administrators. Only state general juri.sdiction courts with a minimum of 10 
judges were considered. Within this constraint, courts were selected to insure 
considerable diversity among the final '21 on the following dImensions: a) case 
output per judge, b) backlog (pending cases as a proportion of annual tennina
tions), and c) geographical area. Where possible, con!>ideration was also given 
to court size and organization, particular delay-reduction efforts instituted, and 
other such fac~ors. 

Each of the 21 courts selected was visited by two project staff members for a 
period of two to five days. A major purpose of the visits was to develop a broad 
picture of both civil and criminal case pJ'Ocessing in the court. Court administra
tors, judges, and other court officials were interviewed and aggregate court 
statistics were obtained. 

The other task on each visit was to design and organize the data collection 
needed to generate the cross-comparable processing time measures. In each 
jurisdiction we took a systematic sample of approximately 500 felony cases 
terminated in 1976 in the court of geneml jurisdiction. The criminal sample was 
restricted to cases in which the most serious charge in the accusatory instrument 
could result in a year's imprisonment or more, and in which a gUilty plea, 
verdict, or dismissal occurred in 1976. Felony cases disposed prior to filing in 
the general jurisdiction court were not sampled. Wherever possible we took an 
additional sample of approximately 50 criminal jury trails conducted irl 1976. 
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Infonnation on all major events between arrest and sentencing were recorded 
on each criminal case sampled. Differences in the availability of data produced 
differences in the data elements obtained in the various courts. At a minimum, 
we obtained the date of arrest, the date of filing the indictment or infonnation in 
the general jurisdiction court, the date of disposition, the mode of disposition, 
and the highest original charge in the indictment or information. Data on trial 
scheduling, sentencing, plea bargaining, bail and attorney status, and other 
relevant events were obtained if reliable data were readily available. 

On the civil side the sample consisted of general civil cases disposed of in 
1976 in the court of general jurisdiction. The general civil category was defined 
as all civil actions heard in the court exclusive of domestic relations, probate, 
juvenile, and miscellaneous uncontested matters such as adoptions, changes of 
name, and the like. The disposition date was defined as the date a final order or 
judgment was entered in the court record as to all parties to the action. 
Systematic samples were taken of approximately 500 civil dispositions and, if 
possible, approximately 50 jury trials. Data on major events in the entire period 
from the commencement of the action to the entry of the final order were 
obtained on each civil case sampled. The samples in every jurisdiction included 
the date of filing, date of disposition, case type, the mode of disposition. 
Wherever possible additional infonnation was gathered on trial setting and 
continuances, motions, date of service, and date of the incident g i ling rise to 
the suit. 

The data were coded by undergraduate and graduate students, supervised by 
on-site personnel. After checking a sample of the fonns against court records 
for accuracy, they were subjected to extensive computer analysis to uncover 
any logical inconsistencies. The samples were also compared to court-supplied 
aggregate statistics to determine if they were representative. In many instances 
missing information was supplied or inconsistent dates corrected by court 
personnel, data collection supervisors or return visits by project staff. In the 
jurisdictions visited in phase two, the infonnation from a random subsample 
was verified by comparing the infonnation to the original records themselves. 

The figures given in this report on case processing and inter-event times are 
baSed on the analysis of these samples. The samples were also used to generate 
infonnation on such things as trial utilization, trial scheduling, settlement 
characteristics, and seriousness of criminal caseload. 

Phase Two 
In the second phase of the project, five of the 21 jurisdictions were selected 
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for intensive examination of civil case processing, five for criminal case pro
cessing. The processing time and productivity data generated in the first phase 
identified faster and slower courts. Since the purpose of the phase two visits 
was to determine subjective differences in procedures applied to cases. an effort 
was made to maximize the processing time and productivity variation in order 
to increase the likelihood of observable differences. Of the I:ive civil juris
dictions two courts maintain a relatively speedy pace of litigation, two are quite 
slow, and one falls about in the middle of the 2 I courts. One each of the fast and 
slow courts has comparatively high judicial productivity, one comparatively 
low. An analogous site selection strategy was followed on the criminal side. 
We examined two courts which process cases from filing to disposition rapidly, 
two courts which are slow, one court in the midrange. A variation in produc
tivity within the fast and slow l..ategories was also sought, although later 
analysis of the aggregate data in at least one court revealed it to be inaccurate. 

The same two members of the project staff visited each of the five courts 
chosen for extensive analysis of civil case processing; two different members 
visited each of the five criminal court sites. The principal author spent at least a 
week in each court examined intensively. From two to three weeks was spent by 
staff in each court. Local judges, attorneys, court personnel, and newspaper 
reporters were interviewed. Courtroom proceedings, particularly those dealing 
with trial scheduling and settlements, were observed. On each site visit project 
staff were accompanied for two days by one to three judges from other courts 
provided by the National Conference of Metropolitan Courts. One visiting 
judge and one staff member conducted each of the interviews with the local 
judges. Interviews with attorneys and other court officials were usually con
ducted by the project staff alone. 

The schedule of questions used during the interviews with judges follows this 
methodological summary. Attorney interviews covered the same topics with 
minor revisions in the wording of the questions. The interview schedule served 
only as a guideline, however, and an effort was made to encourage an informal, 
conversational approach to the interviews. Since we were interested in obtain
ing the opinions and perspectives of local participants, they were permitted to 
explore in depth their own particular concerns and were encouraged to bring up 
topics of special concern to them. 

Each team attempted to interview every judge handling the type of cases in 
which we were interested. We were usually successful in meeting with a large 
majority of the relevant judges in each court. In addition, we interviewed the 
court administrator and other clerical personnel, particularly those involved in 
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case scheduling and recordkeeping. The names of the attorneys interviewed 
were obtained in an ad hoc manner from suggestions of judges, court officials, 
local bar associations and other attorneys. We made a concerted effort to inter
view attorneys from large firms, small firms, and the public sector. On the civil 
side we interviewed plaintiff and defense attorneys. On the criminal side we 
interviewed private defense as well as trial assistants in prosecutors and public 
defenders' offices. In each jurisdiction we interviewed between 10 to 20 
attorneys. 

Civil Interview Schedule 
I. What, in your view, are the most serious problems facing this court? 

-are cases delayed? 
2. What pressures are placed on your performance as a judge? 

-work hours? 
-number of courtroom activities or concern for "dark" courtrooms? 
-case dispositions or "output"? 

3. Is there emphasis in this court on moving older cases? 
-who really determines when cases will be heard? 

4. What is an "old" case? 
5. What factors impede the movement of cases in this court? 
6. Are there any specific points in the civil process that become bottlenecks? 
7. What improvements could be made to address these problems? 
8. Has the court made any significant changes in handling criminal cases in 

the last several years? 
9. Would you predict any problems developing if the court began to move 

civil cases significantly faster than at present? 
10. Is there a regularized process for monitoring the progress of civil cases? 

-if answer or default not filed? 
ediscovery proceedings? 
edisrnissals for lack of progress? 
-use of "trial readiness" form? 

II. What is your policy when both attorneys want to move a case slowly? 
12. Does court try to insure that cases filed are within the jurisdictional limits of 

the court? 
13. Are there screening procedures that allow different types of cases to be 

treated differently? 
ecomplex litigation? 
eshort or routine matters? 
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-equity? 
14. How do you handle pretrial motions in this court? 

-oral or written? 
-hearing required? 

IS. How are trial dates and other court appearances scheduled? 
16. Under what circumstances are continuances or postponements granted? 

-if uncontested? 
-if considerable notice? 

17. Do challenges to pleadings or discovery-related motions consume much 

judicial time? 
eused to harass or delay? . 

18. What role does the court play in encouraging settlement? 
19. How are important policies made in the court? 

-role of presiding judge? 
erole of committees? 
erole of court administrator, clerk of court? 

20. What role does the bar have in initiating or modifying court policies? 
21. How would you describe bar practk.~ in this court? 

edefaults? 
emotions to compel? 
estipulations on continuance requests? 

22. What happens if an individual judge deviates from court rules and policies? 
23. What role does the bar, and local or state political leaders play in the 

selection of judges on this bench? 

Criminal Interview Schedule 
I. What, in your ~!iew, are the most serious problems facing this court? 

-are cases delayed? 
2. What pressures are placed on your performance as a judge? 

-work hours? 
enumber of courtroom activities or concern for "dark" courtrooms? 

ecase dispositions or "output"? 
3. Is there emphasis in this court on moving older cases? 

ewho really determines when cases will be heard? 

4. What is an "old" case? 
S. What factors impede the movement of cases in this court? 
6. Are there any specific points in the criminal process that become 

bottlenecks? 
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7. What improvements could be made to address these problems? 
8. Has the court made any significant changes in handling criminal cases in 

the last several years? 
9. Would you predict any problems developing if the court began to move 

criminal cases signifir.antly faster than at present? 
to. Do the district attorney and lower courts do an effective job of screening 

cases prior to filing in this court? 
ois the grand jury effective? 

II. Is there a regularized process for monitoring the progress of cases? 
.procedures for identifying and handling old cases? 

12. Are there constraints placed on the amount of time spent by attorneys in 
pretrial activities? 
.effect of speedy trial rule? 
.differences between appointed and retained counsel? 

13. What is your policy when both defense and prosecution want to move a 
case slowly? 

14. How do you handle pretrial motions in this court? 
.differences between handling of dispositive, and other types of pretrial 

motions? 
ooral or written? 
.hearing required? 
oused to harass or delay? 

15. How are trials and other court appearances scheduled? 
orole of the district attorney? 

16. Under what circumstances are continuances or postponements granted? 
.effect on speedy trial rule? 
oconcern of reversal on appeal? 
owhat if uncontested? 

17. How are plea negotiations conducted? 
oamount of judicial involvement? 

18. Do court relations with the prosecutor or other criminal justice agencies 
cause problems? 

19. How are important policies made in the court? 
orole of presiding judge? 
orole of committees? 
-role of court administrator, clerk of court? 
.role of district attorney? 
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20. What role does the bar have in initiating or modifying court policies? 
21. What happens if an individual judge deviates from court rules and policies? 
22. What role does the bar, the local or state political leaders, play in the 

selection of judges on this bench? 
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APPENDIXB 

CIVIL CASES 

Filing to Filing to Filing to 
Disposition Filing to Disposition Start of 

All Civil Disposition "Trial List" Trial-Jury Percent of 
9ases Torts Cases Verdicts Jury Trials-

Jurisdiction (in days) (in days) (in days) (in days) Tort Cases 
--~-------------------.---.----~----

Atlanta. Ga. 317 402 * 628a 14% 
(Fulton County Superior 
Court) 

Boston, Ma. 394 811 * * * (Suffolk County Superior 
Court) 

Bronx County, N.Y. * * 980d 1332d * (Bronx County Supreme 
Court) 

Cleveland,Oh. 378e 384e * 660a 1% 
(Cuyahoga County Court 
of Common Pleas) 

Dallas. Tx. 210 322 * * 4% 
(Dallas County District 
Courts) 

Detroit, Mi. 735 788 904 1231 3% 
(3rd Judicial Circuit Court) 

FI. Lauderdale, FI. 189 298 368 458 6% 
(17th Judicial Circuit Court) 

Houston, Tx. 490 594 * 840 5% 
(Harris County District 
Courts) 

Miami,FI. 236 331 408 412 10% 
(11th Judicial Circuit Court) 

Minneapolis, Mn. * * 7IOd 734d * (4th Judicial District Court I 

New Orleans, La. 259 288 357 * 2% 
(Orleans Parish Criminal 
and Civil District Courts) 

Newark, N.J. 608 654 * 680a 5% 
(Essex County Superior 
Court) 

*Indicates data unavailable or inapplicable. 

uMeasure is to judgment. rather than commencement of jury trial. 

bYerdict date used as a substitute for dute trial commenced. 

CFigures do not include cases categorized as "dead docket." 

dMeasure is from service of the complaint. not filing with the court. Court allows cases to progress to "trial 
readiness" prior to filing. 
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DISPOSITION TIME IV1EASURES 

CRIMINAL CASES 

Arrest to 
Upper Upper Court Upper CDurt Jury Trials 
Court Arrest to Filing to Arrest to Filing to as Percent 
Filing DispOSition DispositiOll Jury TriaJ Jury TriaJ of 

(in days) (in days) (in days) (in days) (in days) AdjuJications 

23 77 4S 98b 73b 9% 

* * 281 c * 278 14% 

24 343 328 476 40S 18% 

28 103 71 113 89 9% 

37 115 102 * * 1% 

21 64 33 J 18 81 7% 

15 105 99 166b 147b 7% 

* 181 f 99 * 160 4% 

25 106 81 * 84 6% 

* >I< 60 '" 76 5% 

12 67 50 91 S6 7% 

79 209 99 236 140 19% 

Clncludes cases resolved by arbitration. 

f An'est dates were unavailable for a large number of cases in this sample. There is a danger, therefore. that this 
figure may not be representative. 
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Filing to Filing to Filing to 
DispositiDn Filing to Disposition Start of 

All Civil Disposition "Trial List" Trial-Jury Percent of 
Cases Torts Cases Verdicts Jury Trials-

Jurisdiction (in days) (in days) (in days) (in days) Tort Cases 
-- - - ---- --'-'--~ -"--- ~------- ~ --- _. -.~ - - -- -.----~--~----------~ ----- - -_. -~---.. -

Oakland. Ca. 295 421 569 * 4'7c-
(Alameda Co:mty 
Superior Court) 

Philadelphia. Pa. * * 713g 716g * 
(Philadelphia County Court 
of Common PIcas) 

Phoenix. Az. 196 308 416 607 7Cfc 
(Maricopa County 
Superior Court) 

Pittsburgh. Pa. * 583g 727g 906a.g 6'il' 
(Allegheny County 
Court of Common PIcas) 

Pontiac. Mi. 364 555 * 304 4'il' 
(6th Judicial Circuit Court) 

Portland. Or. 275 310 * 464 8'il' 
(Multnomah County 
Circuit Court) 

St. Paul. Mn. * * 440d 437d * 
(2nd judicial District Court) 

Sun Diego. Ca. 362 574 608 846 6% 
(San Diego County 
Superior Court) 

Seattle. Wa. 217 385 412 476 12'il' 
(King County Superior 
Court) 

glncludes only "major" cases which did not pass through the court's mandatory arbitration program forthose 
lawsuits involving less than $10.000. 

hnlc sample of felony disposition provided by the court computer system includes a considerably greater 
proporton of homicides. robbery. and rape offenses than the aggregate data supplied by the court would suggest. 
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Arrest to 
Upper UprerCourt UpperCl)urt Jury Trials 
Court Arrest to Filing to Arrest to Filing to asPercen~ 

Filing Disposition Disposition Jury Trial Jury Trial of 
(in days) (in days) {in days) (in days) (in days) Adjudications 

-+- .... -~~--...-~-.-----------------.~ .. ~-~-~---------.------

36 116 58 128 89 7% 

39h. i 168f. h 119h. i 171 b. f. h I2l b. h. j' 5% 

14 114 98 * 129b * 

* 103 58 134 92 6% 

34 122 78 203 1681 7% 

* 67j 51 i * 56b. i 11% 

3 74 69 '" 69 8% 

22 71 45 88 67 7% 

l3i 82 56i 102 84i 10% 

iOnte of arraignment 011 indictment or information used as substitute for dale of filing of charges in the court of 
general jurisdic(on. 

'jArrosl dale unavailable; date case opened in Circuit CoUrt used. This date is within two days of the arrest date, 
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APPENDIXC 

1976 
1975 General General 1976 

Estimated Total Civil Civil Tort 
Jur:sdictioJl Population Judges Judges Filings Filings 

Atlanta, Ga. 1 584,200 11 * 4,068 * 
(Fulton County Superior Court) 

Boston, Ma.2 722.800 19 6a 7,902 * 
(Suffolk County Superior Court) 

Bronx County. N.y.3 1.377,000 39 10 3,I05a 2,434a 

(Bronx County Supreme Court) 

Cleveland.Oh.4 1,603,900 26 * 14,397 8,158 
(Cuyahoga County Court 
of Common Pleas) 

Dallas, Tx.5 1,399,400 25 12 13,297 4,366a 

(Dallas County District Courts) 

Detroit. Mi.6 2.536,700 33 25 23,583 7,389a 

(3rd Judicial Circuit Court) 

Ft. Lauderdale, FI.' 862,500 27 17a 14,537b 4,072b 

(17th Judicial Circuit Court) 

Houston, Tx.H I ,96~,600 38 18 21,191 9,770 
(Harris County District Courts) 

Miami. Fl.9 1,438,600 43 24a 25,743 12,456b 

(11th Judicial Circuit Court) 

Minneapolis, Mn. 10 925,800 17 12a 4,143b I ,328b, c 
(4th Judicial District Court) 

New Orleans, La. 1 1 564,300 16 6 * * 
(Orleans Parish Criminal 
and Civil District Courts) 

*Data unavailable or not applicable. 

I Source: Supplied by Fulton County Court Administrator's Office. aFigures provided were indictments. we 
multiplied by lin average of 1.2 defendants per indictment to get defendar.t-indictments. 

2Source: Provided by the Office of the Executive Secretary. Supreme Judicial Court for the Commonwealth. 
aEstimatc. brotal criminal filings included appeals from District Court. All figures are for the period July. 1976 
through June, 1977. 

'Source: 2211d AIIIII/al Report of the Admillistratiol/ BOllrd of the Jlldicial COllferellce for Calelldar 1976. 
aFigures include only those cases in which a note of issue was filed. 

4Source: 1976 Ohio COIlrts. 

5Source: 1976 'fe.ml' AIII/llal Report.aTort statistics not reported separately by court. This figure is estimate 
based on motor vehicle tort statistics reported by the court, adjusted by the proportion of motor vehicle to all 
tortS in our sample of 1976 tort dispositions. bJurisdiction uses single count indictment. 
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AGGREGATECOURTD~ 

Torts 1976 1976 1976 1976 Felonies 
1976 Tort Pending Criminal Criminal Felony Felony Felony Pending 

Dispositions 1/1/76 Judges Filings Filings Dispositions Adjudications 111/76 ------
* * * 5,2963 5,296a 5,2893 4,5853 398a 

* * 9 3.989b 1,965 3,01 I 1,974 4,635 

3,031 3 2.4903 29 3,518 3,518 3,819 3,209 2,966 

7,791 9.403 * 6,632 6,632 6,527 * 1,459 

4,0593 4,0733 9 1O,457b 10,126 12,083 * * 

8,850a 19,9933 7 4,244 4,028b 3,803b * 1,473c 

4,670b * 7 4,081 4,081 3,799 2,726 1,241 

7,562 14,777 15 15,0863 * * * * 

Il.450b * 12 11.741 * * 9,017 * 
1,328b, c 1,647b,c 6 2,369d 2,305e 2,226e 1,490 316 

* * 10 7,525 2,746 * * * 

6Source: Supplied by the 3rd Judicial Circuit COUll Administrator's Office. aSee footnote a (or Dallas, Texas. 
blncudes only cases awaiting trial. cExcludes appeals. 

7 Source: Supplied by the 17th judicial Circuit CoUll Administrntor's Office. "Estimate. bSec footnote a for 
Dallas, Texa.l. 

8Source: 1976 Texas Alllluol Report. 3Jurisdiction uses single count indictments. 

9Source: Supplied by Dade County Clerk's Office. aEstimate. bSee footnote a under Dallas, Texas. 

IOSource: Supplied by Hennepin Count)' COUll Administrator's Office. aEstimate. bPigures include only those 
cases for which <l trial request was filed. cSee footnote a for Dallas, Texas. dFigures may include habeas corpus 
petitions, extradition matters, and lower court appeals. eExclud~s appeals. 

II Source: Allllual Report with 1976 Statistics alld Related Data oJthe Judicial Coullcil oJthe Supreme Calm oj 
Louisialla. 
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1976 
1975 General General 1976 

Estimated Total Civil Civil Tort 
Jurisdiction Population Judges Judges Filings Filings .---------------.. -----~--------.. ----~- .. --~--.~-.~.-----~--~.--.-----

Newark, N.J .12 885,300 26 8 6,2843 3,323u, b 
(Essex County Superior Coun) 

Oakland, Cu. t:1 1,088,700 24 13 10,747 3,825 
(Alameda County SuperiorCoun) 

Philadelphia, Pa. 14 '1,824,900 60 17 3,620a 1,454u 

(Philadelphia County ('oun 
of Common Pleas) 

Phoenix, Az.IS 1,217,500 31 17 18,776 4,230 
(Maricopa County Superior Coun) 

Pittsburgh, Pa. 16 1,517,300 31 16 4,444a 2,481 a 
(Allegheny County Coun 
of Common Pleas) 

Pontiac, MLI7 967,500 II * 8,375 1,715a 

(6th Judicial Circuit Court) 

Portland,Or. ls 535,700 17 9a 6,609 * 
(Multnomah County Circuit Coun) 

St. Paul, Mn. 19 457.500 12 * 1,741 a * 
(2nd Judicial District Coun) 

San Diego, Ca. 2O 1,587,500 28 17 22,302 3,050 
(San Diego County Superior Coun) 

Seattle, Wa. 21 1,149,200 24 * 16,455 2,791 
(King County Superior Coun) 

12Source: N~I\' J~rsey AlIl/ulIl Report Jor Fism11976. "Coun counts only those cases in which at Icast one 
answer has been filed. bSee footnote a for Dallas, Texas. CFigures provided by court arc indictments and were 
multiplied by factor of 1.6 delendants per indictment to get number of defendant-indictments. 

I JSource: Derived from monthly repons for calendar 1976 supplied by the Alameda County Court Adminis
trator's Office. 

t4Source: 1976 Al/llllal Report q{tlle Plliladelphia COI/I/llOII Pleas alld MUllicipal CourtS. aFigures include only 
general civil cases which are at-issue. No arbitration cases. 

tSSource: Supplied by the Maricopa County Court Administrator's Office. 
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Torts 1976 1976 1976 1976 Felonies 
1976 Tort Pending Criminal Criminal Felony Felony Felony Pending 

Dispositions 1/1/76 Judges Filings Filings Dispositions Adjudications 1/1/76 

2.713a• b 4.051u. b 16 7.083c 7.083c 6.378 4,483 4.272 

2.607 * 10 2.711 2.648 2.373 1.977 481 

1.289u 3.7763 43 9,122 * * * 3.793 

4.209 * 10 7.294 5.218 5.533 3,775 * 
2,586u 2.939a 14 8.163b 6.781 c 6.22Sd 4,950d * 

1,678a 2.363a * 4.921 4.822b 5.182 * 1.854 

* * '" 3,627 3.213b 3.675c * * 

'" * '" 1.051 1.011 978 * 169 

2,499 * 9 4.254 4.254 3.913 3,562 * 

* * '" 4,567a 2,625a * * * 

16Source: 1976 Allllllal Report of tile AlleghellY COl/my COllrt OfCOl/lll101I Pleas. JII!Y 1977. UPigures include 
only general civil cases which are at-issue. No arbitration cases. borotal criminal filings Include informations filed. 
grand jury actions approved. and grand jury actions waived. CFetony filings lb"e general criminal filings less 
non-support. DWl vehicle. and disorderly conduct offenses. dpetony terminations include post-indictment 
diversion. dispositions in lieu of trial, indictment quashed, dismissed, and aU trial dispositions less categories of 
crimes in footnote c. 

17 Source: Supplied by the 6th ludic1al Circuit Court Administrator's Office. aSee footnote a for Dallas. Texa~. 
18Source: Supplied by the Multnomah County Court Administrator's Office. aEstimate. 

19Source: 1976 Alllllla! Report, State of Mi,llleSota. Figures supplied by the Ramsey County Court Admin
istrator's Office. alncludes only eases in which a trial request was made. bE~clUdes appeals. C Adjusted. 

20Source: 1978 AIIlIl/a! Report to the Judicia! COUIICi/, Fiscal 1975·/976 figures used. 

21 Source: Supplied by King County Court Administrator's Office. aPigures arc indictments which may involve 
morc than one defendant. Appeals are excluded. 

'I 
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APPENDIX D - Sponsoring Organizations 

National Center for State Courts 
The National Center for State Courts is a nonprofit organization dedicated to 

the improvement of justice at the state and local level and the modernization of 
court operations. It functions as an extension of the state court systems, 
working at their direction to provide an effective voice in matters of national 
importance to them. 

The National Center thus acts as a focal point for judicial reform-serving as 
a catalyst for setting and implementing standards of fair and expeditious 
judicial administration, helping determine and disseminate solutions to the 
problems of state judicial systems. In sum, the National Center for State Courts 
provides the means for reinvesting in all states the profits gained from judicial 
advance in any state. 

Board of Directors 
Edward E. Pringle, Chief Justice, Supreme Court of Colorado, President 

C. William O'Neill, Chief Justice, Supreme Court of Ohio, Vice President 
Mercedes F. Oeiz, Judge, Circuit Court of Oregon 
Roland J. Faricy, Judge, Municipal Court of Ramsey County, Minnesota 
Robert H. Hall, Justice, Supreme Court of Georgia 
Lawrence W. l' Anson, Chief Justice, Supreme Court of Virginia 
E. Leo Milonas, Justice, Supreme Court of New York 
Theodore R. Newman, Jr., Chief Judge, District of Columbia Court of Appeals 
William S. Richardson, Chief Justice, Supreme Court of Hawaii 
Kaliste J. Saloom, Jr., Judge, City Court of Lafayette, Louisiana 
Wilfred W. Nuernberger, Judge, Separate Juvenile Court of Lancaster County, 

Nebraska 
Robert A. Wenke, Judge, Superior Court of the State of California 



Council of State Court Representatives 

Alabama 
C. C. Torbert, Jr. 
Chief Justice, Supreme Court 

Alaska 
Roger G. Connor 
Justice, Supreme Court 

Arizona 
Frank X. Gordon, Jr. 
Justici!, Supreme COllrt 

Arkansas 
C. R. Huie 
E.~ccutive Secretary, Judicial 

Departmel1l, Supreme Court 

California 
Rose Elizabeth Bird 
Chief Justice, Supreme COUrt 

Colorado 
James D. Thomas 
Slate Court Administrator, 

Judicial Department 

Connecticut 
John A. Speziale 
Justice, ChiefCollrt Admillis-

Iralor, Supreme CalirI 

Delaware 
Daniel L. Herrmann 
Chief Justice, Supreme COllrt 

District of Columbia 
Theodore R. Newman, Jr. 
Chief Jlldge, Court of Appeals 

Florida 
Arthur J. England, Jr. 
Associate Justice, 

Supreme Court 

Georgia 
Hiram K. Undercotler 
Presiding Juslice, 

Supreme CalirI 

Hawaii 
Tom T. Okuda 
Deputy Administralive 

Director of Ihe Courls 

Idaho 
Charles R. Donaldson 
Justice, Supreme COUl'l 

Illinois 
Joseph H. Goldenhersh 
Justice, Supreme Court 

Indiana 
Richard M. Givan 
Chief Justice, Supreme Cmm 

Iowa 
W. W. Reynoldson 
Justice, Supreme Court 

Kansas 
David Prager 
Justice, Stlpreme CalirI 

Kentucky 
James S. Chenault 
iudge, 25th Judicial Distriel 

Louisiana 
Pascal F. Calogero, Jr. 
Associate Jllstice, Supreme 

Court 

Maine 
Sidney W. Wernick 
Associate iustice, Supreme 

Jlldicial COllrt 

Maryland 
William H. Adkins, II 
State CalirI Administrator 

Massachusetts 
Edward F. Hennessey 
Chief Jllstice, SlIpreme COllrt 

Michigan 
John P. Mayer 
Associate Adminislrator 

Minnesota 
Laurence C. Harmon 
State COllrt Administrator 

Mississippi 
R. P. Sugg 
Associate Justice, Supreme 

COllrt 

Missouri 
John E. Bardgett 
'Judge, Supreme COIII'f 

Montana 
Daniel J. Shea 
Justice, Supreme Court 
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Nebraska 
Paul W,. White 
Chief Justice, Supreme Courl 

Nevada 
Howard W. Babcock 
Judge, 8th District COLlrt 

New Hampshire 
John W. King 
Justice, Superior Court 

New Jersey 
Richard J. Hughes 
Chief Justice, Supreme COllrt 

New Mexico 
John B. McManus, Jr., 

(Chairman) 
Chief Jllstice, Supreme CalirI 

New York 
Richard J. Bartlett 
Slate Administrative Judge 

North Carolina 
Bert M. Montague 
Director, Administrative 

Office of the COllrts 

North Dakota 
William L. Paulson 
Associate iustice, SlIpreme 

Court 

Ohio 
C. William O'Neill 
Chief Justice, Supreme COllrt 

Oklahoma 
B. Don Barnes 
Justice, SlIpreme COllrt 

Oregon 
Loren D. Hicks (Vice 

(ChaiIman) 
Stale Court Administralor 

Pennsylvania 
Samuel J. Roberts 
Justice, SupreMe Court 
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Rhode Island 
Walterl. Kane 
Court Administrator 

South Carolina 
J. Woodrow Lewis 
Chief Justice. Supreme Court 

South Dakota 
Roger L. Wollman 
Juslice. Supreme Court 

Tennessee 
Cletus W. McWilliams 
Executive Secretary. 

Supreme Court 

Texas 
Joe R. Greenhill 
Chief Justice. Supreme Court 

Utah 
Thomley K. Swan 
Chief Judge, Second Judicial 

Circuit 

Vermont 
Albert W. Barney, Jr. 
Chief Justice. Supreme Court 

Virginia 
Albertis S. Harrison. Jr. 
Justice. Supreme Court 

Washington 
Orris I. Hamilton 
Justice. Supreme Courl 

West Virginia 
Fred H. Caplan 
Chief Jllstice. Supreme Court 

of Appeals 

Wisconsin 
Nathan S. Heffernan 
Justice. Supreme Coun 

Wyoming 
Rodney M. Guthrie 
Chief Justice. Supreme Coun 

American Samoa 
K. William O'Connor 
Chief Justice. The High 

Courl 

Guam 
Paul J. Abbate 
Presiding Judge. 

Superior Courl 

Puerto Rico 
Jose Trias Monge 
Chief Justice. Triblllial 

General de Justicia 

Virgin Islands 
Eileen R. Petersen 
Judge. Territorial Court 
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National Conference of Metropolitan Courts 

The National Conference of Metropolitan Courts was founded in 1963 
through the efforts of Mr. Justice Tom C. Clark, who remained its Honorary 
Chairman until his death. 

The National Conference is a nonprofit organization composed of presiding 
judges or chief judges of the 60 largest metropolitan courts in the United States. 
Its purpose is to find among the good practices of these courts the best programs 
for the administration of courts and to gain the commitment of these programs 
by the judges who can effect their adoption. 

Officers 
Sam Phillips McKenzie, Chief Judge, Fulton County Superior Court, President 
Robert C. Broomfield, Judge, Maricopa County Supedor Court, First Vice 

President 
Kenneth N. Chantry, Judge (Retired), Secretary-Treasurer 

Board of Directors 
Joseph R. Glancey, Judge, Philadelphia Municipal Court, Chairman 
John J. Mead, Jr., Judge. Criminal District Court No.4 of DaIlas 
Herbert Lasky, Judge, St. Louis County Circuit Court 
Robert M. Curley, Judge, Milwaukee County Circuit Court 
John V. Corrigan, Judge, Ohio Court of Appeals 
Raymond J. Arata, Judge (Retired) 
Joseph A. Sullivan, Judge (Retired) 



------,---------------
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